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50-state survey: Bush, Dukakis neck-and-neck

News In Brief —
Luncheon scheduled to discuss
Main Street Youth Center plans

Fall campaign opens

All interested persons are invited to attend a meeting on Tuesday,
Sept. 13, at 12:30 p.m. for the Main Street Youth Center.
The meeting will be held at Pagliai's Restaurant and is scheduled
to inform anyone interested in helping the center in any way about
plans for the remainder of the year.
According to Dr. Clegg Austin, board spokesman, this session will
be an excellent time'for someone to begin volunteering at the youth
center. Some of the areas where help is needed include: cleaning and
maintenance, concession sales, activity planning and fund-raising.
Other ways of helping will also be discussed.
For more information about the agenda or for residents to
volunteer their services, contact Karen Greer at 759-4410.

Lacey Smith writing book, while
reports show Hubbard's wife paid
According to an article in Sunday's Louisville Courier-Journal,
Lacey Smith, who lost more than $400,000 in a losing race for Congress in Kentucky's 1st District last spring, is thinking about writing
a book.
His wife, Sheryl, said the working title is "Judging People," and
that's what it would be about — how to size up people.
Srpith, who was trounced by veteran Rep. Carroll Hubbard in the
Democratic primary, lent his campaign $513,985, according to the—
campaign's latest finance report filed in Washington.
So far Smith has recouped only $75,000, meaning the race cost him
$438,985 - or about $19 for each of the roughly 93,000 votes he got •
Sheryl Smith was interviewed by telephone from a West Palm
Beach, Fla., apartment where the Smiths are living. She said her
husband is tending to Florida business interests, but "our primary
residence" remains Madisonville, Ky., where she said they still have
an apartment.
Smith moved to Kentucky from Florida only last summer, and
Hubbard branded him a carpet-bagger.
Sheryl Smith said she and her husband are "not among the superrich" but will survive the financial loss of the campaign.
"If nothing else, it was a nice shot in the arm of the economy down
there," she said.
Meanwhile, one of Hubbard's campaign expenses was his wife,
Carol. As "campaign coordinator" she was paid $20,708 in salary and
expenses between January and late May, Hubbard's latest campaign
finance report shows.
Lawrence Ford, Hubbard's congressional press secretary, got
$1,693 in salary and expenses from the campaign in May, when he
was also listed on the House payroll.
The House clerk's April-June reportr,shows Ford got $5,666 in
government pay in that three-month period.
Ford said he drew only half his regular salary in May. He spent that
month in Kentucky and worked on both congressional and campaign
matters,be said.
The House clerk's January-March report shows Ford was paid
$8,000 in that three-month period.

George Bush
Republican

WASHINGTON (AP) — George
Bush and Michael Dukakis are
locked in an extremely tight race
for the White House as the fall
campaign opens, with the vice
president hoping to sustain his late
summer surge and his
Democratic rival angling to
regain the momentum, according
to an Associated Press survey of
the 50 states.
Advisers to both men as well as
politicians around thecountry say
they expect a close race right up to
Election Day Nov. 8.
"It's going to be down and dirty
to the very end," said Republican

By DOUGLAS J. ROHE
-Associated Press Writer
A summer marred by fouled
beaches, drought and sweltering
heat came to its unofficial Labor
Day finale with frustrated
beachgoers demonstrating
against pollution, and a nip in the
air over much of the nation.
Millions of Americans attended
parades, foods tests and political
rallies Monday. And though labor
seems to have little to do with

Labor Day 106 years after the holiday's inauguration, some people
were even on the job.
In Southern California, a third
day of sizzling heat over 100
degrees drove an estimated • 1
million people to beaches.
"It's pretty much a towel-totowel beach gridlock out there by
the water," said Malibu lifeguard
Bill Barker, estimating that more
than 200,000 sunbathers hit the
beach.

FORECAST
Will Gentry, right, helps Christa Dolzer during a chemistry class at
Calloway County High School. Dolzer is one of 15 students from
Brengenz, Austria that spent some time in the area. The visitors have
left Calloway County for the trip back home.
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Michael Dukakis
Democrat

(Cont'd on page 2)

But east of the upper Mississippi
Valley, afternoon temperatures
remained below 70 degrees.
The city-owned Wave Pool in
Nashville, Tenn., drew only about
30 people as the temperature rose
to the high 60s. The normal Labor
Day crowd is 1,000.
- As night 10,7frost advisories
were issued in Minnesota and
Wisconsin.
A human chain of about 1,000
people stretched across two Long

Island, N.Y., beaches, singing
"America the Beautiful"' and calling for an end to ocean dumping.
Medical waste and other debris
has washed ashore this summer
from the Great Lakes to the Gulf
of Mexico, ruining vacations for
hundreds of thousands of peopler-- -Others spent Labor Day labor=
ing. But they didn't seem to mind.
"I feel working on Labor Day is
(Cont'd on page 2)

Students from Austria
relate first impressions

CHICAGO (AP) — Traffic accidents during the Labor Day
weekend killed nearly 400 people on the nation's streets and
highways.
By midnight PDT Monday, authorities in the 50 states had recorded
at least 396 traffic deaths.
California, the most populous state, had the highest number of traffic fatalities at 45, followed by Florida with 27 and Texas with 25.
Alaska, Delaware, North Dakota, Rhode Island and South Dakota
reported no fatal accidents.
The National Safety Council had eStimated that 420 to 520 people
could lose their lives in highway accidents during the period.
Safety council statisticians say 410 traffic deaths could be expected
during a non-holiday, three-day weekend at this time of the year.
For counting purposes, the holiday began at 6 p.m. local time Friday and ended at midnight Monday.
Last year, 441 people died in traffic accidents during the Labor Day
weekend. The highest toll for the holiday was in 1968, when 688 people
were killed.

•

state Rep. Tom Ryder of Illinois —
a key battleground where
Republicans concede that Dukakis
maintains a slight edge.
In Delaware, "as in the rest of
the country, there's been a.
substantial shift in the last three
weeks from Dukakis to Bush,"
said the state's GOP Gov. Michael
N. Castle. "I think it started at the
(Republican) convention, as to be
expected. But since the convention, it's continued, even with the
problems surrounding the Dan
Quayle candidacy."

Summer reaches unofficial Labor Day finale

Traffic accidents claim nearly
400 lives over holiday weekend
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By SCOTT HMSO.%
Staff Writer
It would be difficult for anyone,
just walking into the chemistry
class at Calloway County High
-School, to pick the visitors out
from the rest of the class.
There were some 40 students,
three at each station, experimenting with bunsen burners and
"glass bending." But what is different about this class is that 15 of
the 40 are not Calloway Countians.
For the past three weeks, 15
students from Austria and their
three chaperones, have been
visiting Calloway. County. The
visit is part of an exchange program Calloway County High
School has with Bundesgymnasium School in Brengenz,
Austria. Several Calloway
students traveled overseas earlier
In the summer and this congrega-.
tion is the reciprocal effort. The
visitors are now heading back
home.
While in Calloway • County,
school officials took the visiting
students to such places as: the
Scouting Museum, LBL, MurrayCalloway County Hospital, Murray State University, Opryland
and several local parties.
"I was interested,in the culture
and way of life in the United
States," said Angela Schmid. 17,
about her pre-visit thoughts about

the U.S.
"I was 'worried about how the
Americans speak," relayed Julia
Schwaerzler, 17. (She said she
wasn't sure if U.S. students would
be able- to understand her, nor if _
she would understand them.
But the two cultures did get--along. The Austrian students said
that American students are not so
different than their fellow students
in the homeland.
"I thought all Americans would
be wearing Hawaiian shirts and
shorts," relayed Jurgen Gmeiner,
17. "But it isn't so different than it
is in Austria."
However, one thing stuck in the
mind of Schwaerzler as to the appearance of the students. She said
there wasn't much individuality
among the girls,
"The girls are all uniform. No
one is different and no on tries to
be," she said. "If you know What
one girl looks like, you know them
all."
Schmid agreed. ''The girls all
use makeup and all have curls,"
she said.
Karin Schneider,. 17, said the
same thing about the boys..-She
commented that the American
boys "all have short hair."
The lifestyle of the Calloway
students was strange to the
(Cont'd on page 2)

Firefighters seeking to stop 'raining fire'
COOKE CITY, Mont. ( AP) —
Firefighters, worried it would
start "raining fire" today, hosed
down houses and bolstered lines
against blazes that have blackened nearly 1 million acres in and
around Yellowstone National
Park.
Southwesterly winds 20 to 30
mph were expected today after the
relatively light winds Monday.
The changing winds could send
embers and flames into this community and neaby Silver Gate
from the advancing 61.300-acre
Storm Creek blaze and backfires
set to deprive the fire of fuel.

Tonight: Clear and cool. Low
in the upper 40s. Light wind
Wednesday: Sunny' and
warmer. High in the upper 70s. '
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast for
- Thursday through Saturday
calls for partly cloudy conditions each days. Highs 75 to 85
Thursday and well into the 80s
Friday and Saturday. Lows
mainly in the 50s.

4

"With these winds, it will be
heroic, a real success to save
S
- ome of these buildings," said fire
information officer Pat Kaunert
Elsewhere in Yellowstone, the
142,000-acre North Fork fire burned to within 24 miles of the Old
Faithful geyser Monday, but
authorities were Optimistic the
fire would not reach the tourist
attraction.
Thirteen fires in and around
Yellowstone have scorched 900,000
acres, and should top 1 million
acres today after aerial surveys
are completed, Gary -Cargill, head
of the 1.',S Forest Service in

Denver, said at a news conference
in Bozeman. About 300,000 aeres
could burn this week alone, he
said.
In Washington. Gov Booth
Gardner on Monday called in the
National Guard to provide support
for firefighters battling blazes
throughout the state. The Guardsmen will help crews working the
state's largest fire. the 12,500-acre
White Mountain Complex blaze.
In Idaho. 13 forest fires raged
out of control. A new fire broke out
Monday seven miles north, of
Island Park. on the western edge
of the massive North Fork fire
4

that burned out of Yellowstone
during the weekend, forcing in
estimated 150-200 ,summer cabin:
owners to evacuate
In Silver Gate and Cooke City
near Yellowstone's northeastern
entrance, all but 30 of the approxi mate ly 150 residents had
evacuated.
- "Some of them are staying
around because they want to see
what thO'fire does," said Bb Fry.
an emergency services official.
"They're mostly packed up,
though, and,we're trying to push
'
them out."
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Holiday weekend: some busy, some not
The Kentucky State Police, the Yamaha Warrior was stolen from
tucky 732, Paridise Resort, was
Murray City Police and the Mur- the residence of Kenneth Lax, buglarized sometime between
ray Fire Department reported a Coles Campground Road, Aug. 243 and last Sunday morning,
quiet Labor Day weekend this sometime Friday or Saturday, acaccording to the report.
year.
cording to the sheriffs report. The
Approximately $3,488 worth of
Trooper Chuck Robertson, of the blue and white Yamaha with
assorted household items and apKentucky State Police Post I in yellow stripes was park in the
pliances were taken in the theft
Mayfield, said fatalities were yard of the Lax residence.
The residence was entered by cutdown 50 percent over last year's
In another incident, the
ting open a screen in the bathroom
Labor Day weekend. There were residence of Steve Hopkins, Kenwindow, the report indicated.
six fatalities statewitte in comparison to 12 last year over the
same time span — beginning at 6
p.m. Friday and ending at midnight Monday, Robertson said.
There were no fatalities in the
Post I area, which includes the 11
most western Kentucky counties,
he said.
Post I troopers made 13 DLTI arrests over the long weekend and
investigated seven accidents involving injuries and seven without
injdries, Robertson added.'
The Calloway County Sheriff's
Department reported several incidents over the three-day
'weekend.
On Saturday, two juveniles,
residents of the Mayfield Boys
Treatment Center, walked away
from a football game at Murray
State University, according to
sheriff J.D. Williams.
The boys broke into a minimotor home at a residence on
North 16th Street Extended
belonging to Cecil Orten and a
.
shop behind the house. While they
Mitzi Doughty, left, and Kim Hosford, right, look on as Angela Schmid
were there, they stole a 1983
attempts to bend some glass during chemistry class. Schmid and her
Chevrolet Citation, owned by
fellow Austrian students left Calloway County with good impressions of
Orten's grandson, Tommy Futrell
the United States.
of Murray, according to the
students said that instead of
sheriff's report.
"cruising"
Austrian students have
The two drove to Dawson Spr"cafes and discos" to help enterings where city police chased (Cont'd from page 1)
tain them.
them until the juveniles wrecked
Austrians. They marveled at
But the differences in lifestyle
the vehicle, the report indicated.
free time the local kids had, while
Charges of theft over $100, theft
being confused about the lack of and culture won't diminish the
memories these students will take
of an automobile, •third-degree
entertainment opportunities.
back to Brengenz, Austria.
burglary an escape are pending in'
"The U.S. student has more
"Americans are so open. People
Calloway County. Charges are
leisure time than the Austrian stugreet
you out on the street," said
also pending in Dawson Springs, dent. We get more homework,"
Schneider. "I will always
Williams Said.
explained Schneider.
remember my family in America.
In a sgperate incident, a
Schneider And her fellow They were so nice."
••••••

Students...

the

McDougal appointed to two-year term
on College Board as advisory chairman
Johnny McDougal, director of
student financial aid at Murray
State University, has been appointed to a tw0-year term as cha7rman of the Financial Aid Advisory
Panel for the Southern Region of
The College Board.
He will head the 11-member
panel, which includes representation from 10 states in the Southeast,
1988- and P -90, McDougal
served two years on the panel as
the representative of higher education institutions in Kentucky before
being named its chairman.
As chairman, he also becomes a
member of the Southern Regional
Council of The College Board and
chairman ofits Financial Aid Divi
sion which is made up of the four

in
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-

Our neighbors get the rewards...
fr.>

tr4

,

...and we get the rubbish.
Did you know that our city pays a
cleanup crew to pick up beer cans,
bottles and other trash around the
square early every Sunday morning
---tb it wonTeMbarrass us during morning services? Guess what tOwns are
.

smiling all the way to_the bank.
if we're 'going to get the cans and
bottles, we should also get the booty
Why do some of the surrounding
retailers of alcoholic beverages
budget large sums of money to keep
surrounding counties dry? Guess'

Vote Wet T-Shirts Are Available
at Ed's Campus Coffee Shop. Terfapin Station & Other Murray Retailers
•

Survey•••

Money management named
as topic of adult class
The Murray State University
Foundation and Forbes Financial
Group of Evansville, Ind., will cosponsor an adult education class
titled "Successful Money Management" beginning Tuesday evening,
Oct. 4.
Open to all Purchase Area
residents, the class is scheduled
from 6:30 to 9:30 p.m. on three consecutive Tuesday nights in the
Barkley Room of the Curris Center
at Murray State.
The instructors of "Successful
Money Management" are professional financial planners from
Forbes Financial Group who conduct financial management
seminars throughout the MidSouth. The seminar will cover
financial planning topicssuch as investments, lowering taxes, retirement planning and developing a
personal financial plan.
Carol Julian, director of gift planning for the MSU Foundation, said,
The feedback we:get from people
who have participated in the course

Gov. Wilkinson:
all state counties
are -declared-as
disaster areas
, „t„....4.7.—.c.-......,..„...as,,,z„:.,. .,i
--..3:20.------7--.0!--er
:.--.77; .: • -

financial aid directors on the
McDougal has served as director
council.
of student financial aid at Murray
• Besides financial aid directors, State since 1966. He is chairman of
the Southern Regional Council con- the legislative committee of the
sists of admissions personnel, high Kentucky Association of Student
school and college counselors, Financial Aid Administrators, a
higher education administrators member of the legislative commitand financial aid personnel, along tee of the Southern Association of
with five at-large members from Student Financial Aid Adsecondary schools and higher ministrators and an appointee to
education.
the Minority Student Recruitment,
The Coi4ege Scholarship Service, Retention and Mobility Committee
which is a part of The College of the Kentucky Council on Higher
Board organization, processes Education.
financial aid forms submitted by
students at Murray State.
McDougal said he will continue to
function as a liaison between (Cont'd from page 1)
students and professional practiThe late summer surge by Bush
tioners and the Southern Regional eroded Dukakis' earlier advanOffice.
tages in key Electoral College battlegrounds from California to New
Jersey, with. Blinois, Ohio and
Michigan in between, say leaders
in both political parties. The result
is a series of tight, big-states races
whose outcome will likely determine Ronald Reagan's successor
has been very positive. They stress in the White House.
that the seminar has proved inDukakis' selection of Texas Sen.
valuable in helping them deal with Lloyd Bentsen as his vice
day-to-day financial difficulties and presidential running mate
in planning for the future."
transformed Bush's adopted home
Designed for people of all in- state and its 29 electoral votes into
comes and occupations, the class is an instant toss-up. But Bush has
limited to 75 participants. The countered elsewhere: the vice
president seemingly has moved
course fee is $39, which covers the
cost of instruction and all ahead in Florida* with 21 electoral
votes, as well as making up
materials.
ground in the industrial Midwest.
Persons interested in registering One poll in Massachusetts
even
for the seminar or seeking more in- rated Dukakis' home state
a tossformation may call the Murray
up, though the AP survey still
State University Foundation at fouhd the state to be
solid ground
(502) 762-3001.
for Dukakis.
In small states and larger politicians report a close contest that is
unlikely to be decided until the
final few days. Campaign debates
(Cont'd from page 1)
and unexpected international
appropriate," said Pam Pet.— events -Could have a dramatic integrew, a receptionist at the fluence on the outcome.
•
"I'd say right now it's a flip of
Boston Harbor Hotel.
In Baltimore, Archbishop the coin," said former Iowa
William Borders honored workers Democratic chairman Ed Campwith the Blessing of the Tools at bell, reflecting the sentiment of
the Cathedral of Mary Our Queen. party professionals around the
Rank-and-file members of unions country. "It could go either way."
Senior officials of the two camplaced the tools of their trades at
paigns pronounce themselves
the altar.
In the West, forest fires in- pleased with the shape of the race.
Said Susan Estrich, .Dukakis'
_tertexed with Labor Day traditions
for some outdoorsmen. campaign manager: "Nationally,
Yellowstone National Park — full we're competitive. States will go
of smoke — closed roads and cam- up and down. It's exactly where
pgroundr some public forests we thought it would be.... This is a
closed, and the governors of Mon- very evenly matched contest."
"We all felt like we'd be lucky if
tana and Utah asked people to
voluntarily stay out of the tinder- we were in the single digits, meaning seven, eight, or nine points"
dry woods.
behind by Labor Da,y, said Lee AtThousands swarmed to the third
water, Bush's campaigninanager.
annual Railroad Days celebration
.Officials in both camps agree
at Topeka, Kan., an observance of
that the race is subject to sharp
the role the Santa Fe and Union
Pacific played in the city's swings, especially since neither
history. Tickets were sold out candidate is an incumbent. That
heightens the importance of
weeks for rides on a 1940s vintage
debates,
the subject of negotiatrain.
Lawrence, Mass., held its tions between the two campaigns
with Dukakis seeking more and
fourth-annual Bread and Roses
Bush less. It also could heighten
Heritage Day Festival. The
the effect of any mistakes by
celebration, marked by a parade
either
of the -candidates or their
and concerts by folk singer Odetta
and others, commemorates the-- running mates, Democratic' Sen.
Bentsen and Republican Sen. Dan
Great Strike of 1912 against textile
Quayle.
mills, also known as the Bread and
Rich Bond, a senior aide in the
Roses Strike.
Bush
camp, says the race shapes
Labor Day's role as the tradiup this way: "Basically you've got
tional end to the summer season
a tight race with the South looking
was seen in Maine, where southpretty much George Bush's way.
bound traffic reached more than
The West with the exception of the
3,400 vehicles an hour on the
Coast (California, Oregon and
Maine Turnpike as vacationers
Washington) is heading our way,
left the state.
but can't be taken for granted."
Entertainer Jerry Lewis conBond estimated that Bush heads
ducted his annual telethon drive
into the race armed with a solid
for the Muscular Dystrophy
150 to 200 electoral votes, prinAssociation, raising a record
cipally from Southern and Rocky
$41,132,113.
Mountain States, and that Dukakis
Dallas marked Labor Day with
probably can count on a base of 150
a 12-hour sampling festival with
electoral votes, largely 4rom the
food from 40 restaurants and a
Northeast.
downtown celebration that includCharlie Baker, who is in charge
ed live music and entertainment, of Dukakis' field organization,
with proceeds donated to Lewis' said the Democratic goal is to
telethon.
keep the race competitive in 45 or
On Chicago's Northwest Side, 46 states so that if the Republicans
thousands gathered at the Taste of "have a bad week they can lose"
Polonia festival to eat sausage, in any of them. "And I think we
play bingo and listen to polka
can keep it that close," he said.
bands and an Elvis impersonator.
It takes 270 electoral votes to
The weekendlong Rock 'A' win the White H,Quse, and
Rama in downtown Philadelphia
Republicans have won four of the
celebrated the fads, music and
last five elections with solid
food of the 1950s. Jerry Lee Lewis, southern and western support.
Chubby Checker, Ben E. King.
Jimmy Carter, a southerner, is the
Carl Perkins, the Shangri-Las and
only Democrat to break the
others were on the weekend's
Republican string of victories in
entertainment schedule.
the last 20 years

LOUISVII.I.E, Ky.(AP) — Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson announced
Monday that all of Kentucky's 120
counties have been 'declared
disaster areas by the U.S. Department of Agriculture.
The governor, who formally requested the designation, said it
will enable eligible Kentucky
farmers to obtain Farmers Home
Administration emergency loans.
The designation also will allow
farmers to consolidate their current loans, increasing them to
longer terms.
Wilkinson said as a second part
of the declaration, Kentucky is approved for the economic injury
disaster loan program administered by the U.S. Small
Business Administration. The program is designed to help
businesses that have suffered.
substantial economic injury as a
result of the drought.
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American Heart
Association

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR
YOUR LIFE
No.

r

G11'T

REGISTRY
We are pleased to announce that
Glass,
Candi
bride-elect
of
Shane Freeland,
has selected her
domestic
and
house ware selections from our
bridal registry.
Candi
and
Shane will be
married October
15, 1988.

Summer...
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A 'scary night'puts an end to Miss Sarah's camp-out
Grand-daughter Sarah Snider
was in town the other day for a
brief visit. She, her parents and
sister Ellen were here from
Louisville to wish her "Uncle
Jett" and her newly-acquired
"Aunt Paula" God-speed as they
made ready to go to West Germany for three years with the
Army.
Jeff, a Field Artillery second
lieutenant, and Paula were married July 2 in Owensboro. They
both are Murray State graduates.
Since then, they have been at
Fort Sill Okla., while he completed
a seven-week course designed to
orient him with his responsibilities
in the unit to which he has been
assigned in Germany.
He will be at Hanau, which isn't
far from Frankfort and not far
from where 1st Lt. Charles
Beaman, the son of Harold and
Betty Beaman, is stationed.
Charles-Was in Murray on a twoweek leave recently. He graciously briefed Jeff and Paula on what
to expect when they are settled in
Germany. Charles flew out of St.
Louis a week ago today in returning to his unit.

sne. now a second-grader. is growing out of that toyland stage.
Praise the Lord!
Instead, she wanted to "build a
tent" in the backyard and "camp
out." Earlier in the year she went
on a youth group camp out in the
Louisville area, and loved it. Now,
she wants to do more of it.
Using my tomato stakes and
some old_sheets, she and her dad
• • •
fashioned a "tent" of a sorts. Soon
Jeff should be in Hanau now, she and sister Ellen had a "bed" in
• too. He flew out of Charleston, it. They were going to "camp out''
S.C., at 5 p.m. Sunday tour time) that night. No, they weren't afraid
for Frankfort, where his "sponsor- - so they said. We almost took
ing officer":a first lieutenant was bets on how long they'd stay out
to meet hirn.-Paula accompanied'there, neither being what you
him to Charleston but flew back to would call the "outdoor type."
Louisville just before he left.
Equipped with flashlights,
As soon as he secures adequate cookies and Cokes, they trouped
living quarters for the two of bravely out to the makeshift tent
them, she will join him in Hanau. about 9 p.m. on the night selected.
They are looking forward to some It didn't take them long to congreat and memorable experiences clude, though, that it was "too
over there. I think everyone in
scary to sleep out there"
both families is planning on
Little four-year-old Ellen reachvisiting them at one time or
ed that conclusion first - within
another.
about 10 minutes - and Sarah,
• • •
quickly concurring, followed her
Back, however, to Sarah. This
lead. "I wasn't going to sleep out
time, she didn't express any great
there by myself," she said as back
interest in "going to Wal-Mart,"
into the house they scurried.

Report
to Kentucky
SENATOR WENDELL FORD
Senate. Vashiriytois. D.C. 20510

KET IS A VALUABLE AND GROWING STATE ASSET
Kentucky Educational Television is one of Kentucky's great instit'utions -- a source of hope for our state and a model for the nation.
Since its inception some 20 years ago, KET has provided numerous
educational and community service programs for all Kentuckians.
I was among the legislators who supported the bond issue to build
the system. And as I look back, I can say that one of the best things
I did as Governor was to support the GED pi-0-gram then being started
by KET.
The dedication and skill.of our KET leaders has allowed our_higli
school equivalency program to succeed where others have failed. lt i's
estimated :that this program already has raised the incomes of GED
'graduates by a total of $1 billion a year in Kentucky and across the
nation..
-- However, we cannot rest On-dm laurels when it comes to educational progress in Kentucky. And KET is a growing force for improvement.
_ _ •
-Thad the honoVrecently to meet with the Fziends of KET, who
have done and continue_to_do so much to promote educational television. -Their recognition of my past support of KET was greatly appreciated. And I want to pledge my continuing support of their efforts
to help solve the remaining educational problems that place limits on
the progress of our state and the well-being of all Kentuckians.
•
his appropriate that KET, in its 20th anniversary year, is launching a new beginning with what is expected to be the nation's largest
educational satellite network. I strongly support KET'S application for
federal funds to advance this work under the U.S. Department of Education's Star Schools program.
These funds would be used to produce advanced high school
courses in mat)' .zience, and foreign language for delivery to all Kentucky high se.00ls and others throughout the nation using live interactive satellite television. Advanced training for teachers via
satellite -- would be available in physics and mathematics. All 250 Kentucky high schools would be equipped with TVs, VCRs and related
equipment.
Kentucky's need for this type of educational programming is greater than that of most any other state because we have one of the highest
proportions of small, rural high schools in the nation.
The state's current commitment of $11.5 million to build a
statewide satellite televisiOn network far surpasses any other state's effort in using technology to improve education. KET plans to construct
an educational satellite uplink with a state-provided downlink to every
public elementary; middle and secondary school in the state. _
I look forward to the initiation of satellite broadcasts because they
will bring such a wide variety of courses to Kentucky schools with limited enrollments and resources. I'm especially pleased that KET will offer
live educational programming with long-distance communications between students and teachers.
With such programs, KET can do even more for_education in the
future than it has in the past -- and all of Kentucky can be the
beneficiary.
WRITE A LETTER - Letters to the editor are welcomed and en.
couraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's address and phone number must be included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general interest.
Letters must not be more than 500 words. Longer letters cannot be
published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: Editor: The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071.
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"Besides, there are spiders out
there."
They played make-believe camping out the next day in the tent
and had a ball in it, but that was
the last we heard from them about
any desire to "camp out" overnight in it.
• • •
Looking back across the almost
seven decdes of my lifetime, I
have done my share of adventuresome things - one of which
was sleeping out just like Sarah
and Ellen thought they would try.
Much of my adventuresome
youth was spent out on West
Broadway in Mayfield. Fifteen or
so boys within a few years in age
of each other lived within a few
hundred yards on each side of our
place, the acrege of which backed
up to the fence bordering the second hole at the Mayfield Country
Club.
We didn't have any TV,
skateboards or any other such
store-bought fun things as we find
today. We came up with our own
entertainment, - homemade
kites, bows from bent boughs and
arrows of dead and dried weeds
and the like.

One, however. was "sleeping
out" in the backyard along with
some of our neighborhood buddies
In a makeshift tent, much like the
one Sarah and Ellen's dad put
together for them. We had one or
two buddies who got scared and
ran home to mother, but most of
the time we made it through the
night once we finally got quiet and
went to sleep.
• • •
Another boyhood fun thing was
"cooking out." We'd get some
eggs, a few strips of bacon, some
bread, a potato or two, a skillet,
and some pie pans for plates and
head out, generally in the late
afternoon, for the fields and
gullies behind our place and
bordering the country club.

trig, and once it has simmered
down to a hot bed or coals, we'd
put the skilled over it, balancing it
on the rocks, a,nd drop in the strips
of bacon

We had to cook the bacon first to
get the grease needed for the
potatoes we'd slice to hash brown
and the the eggs.
Cooked like that - fried or
scrambled - the eggs always
looked as if they had been scraped
up off the street with all the windblown ashes in them.
The slices of potatoes came out__
looking equally as blackened as_
well as crispy brown when cooked
too long, but we'd get 'em down,
and they were good, especially
with our toast. This we'd brown by
putting the slices on sticks of wood
Once we had settled on a place and holding them close to the fire
to build our fire - it was usually on
We'd wash it all down with the
the gravel or sandy bottom of the
milk or water, whichever we had
big ditch that winds itself through . brought along.
the Mayfield Country Club today
Then we'd sit or lie back on the
although much wider at many sand or gravel, completely
points now than it was then - we'd satisfied with our cooking. Even if
circle some rocks and build a fire it did look as if it had been scraped
among them using the ample sup- up off the street, we were proud of
ply of driftwood in the ditch.
our cooking it and even more proWe'd soon have a good fire go. ud of the fact that'we had eaten it.

Letters To The Editor

Murray resident having trouble with dry side's arguments
Editor:

Dear

I find myself struggling to maintain
a charitable attitude toward those
who equate their personal opinions
with "the Christian position" on
such things as the use of alcoholic
beverages, what books people
should be permitted to read, what
movies to see, etc. As a Christian
and Bible reader I am astonished

at the certainty with which many
obviously UN-Biblical opinions are
put forth as being the Christian
viewpoint. It was therefore
refreshing to read the excellent letter from Mr. Harold Fones in the
Ledger And Times last week
documenting the fact that one cannot justify prohibition of the use of
alcoholic beverages on biblical
grounds. Many conscientious

Christians regard these as a gift
under the influence or killing sofrom God, to be used thankfully as
meone. I am glad my two children
the Psalms and other scriptures
are in college in "wet" towns. They'
recommend.
can enjoy a Pitcher of yeef in a
I would like to add my voice to
tavern near campus--With their
those calling for the right of infriends, and I don't have to worry
dividuals to buy and consume
about anyone driving after
alcoholic beverages without having
one-tpd--thany.
to participate in the illigality and
Surely the lOrid descriptions of
ludicrous hypocrisy of the Murray
bars on every corner and drunks
bootlegging operation. What"do
rolling down the streets of "wet"
people think they -teach their
towns are greatly exaggerated.
children when they preach and vote
Every town I've ever lived in has
for a dry Murray only to break-the
been wet and never have I seen this
law consistently on the sly? Will
dread result. In these times of legal
this produce citizens of character
thanks to the following for their
liability no bar owner would DARE
to knowingly allow customers to
direct assistance: Gary Hotunari„----and integrity?
I am glad my children were raisbecome this inebriated. A person
parks director; John Parker,
who wants to get drunk will find a
Parker Ford; George Chu, ed in towns where such dishonesty
was not practiced and where
way to do it. Denying the right to
members of the Parks Board, peralcoholic beverages did not become
buy and consume alcohol in norsonnel of the Murray Ambulance
mal,everyday circumstances does
Service, and Darrell, David, the "forbidden fruit" which had to
be plucked to assert their innot. cure---alcoholica,--- prevent
Clayton and Mel. -dependence. The fact that the purdrunkenness, or keep people who
The old adage "everyone loves a
chase of a can of beer is as illegal
drink too much from urinating on
circus" came true this, past
as the purchase of hard drugs helps
other people's grass.
weekend.
equate the two in many people's
The most shameful thing in all of
- Thank you so much,
minds, making it even more difthis is the violence and threat of
George King
ficult for parents to help their
personal injury, supposedly in the
President
children toward responsible; cause of -Christian" values,
Fraternal Order of Police
behavior.(I am not suggesting that
directed at those who do not want
the penalties are the same, just to be forced to live according to
that illegal is illegal.)
beliefs and fears they do not share.
Young people do experiment with
When people in a free society may
alcohol. If they don't have to "pro- not speak their opinions without
above, the band washed 924 cars ve" anything by it, it is more like- threat of injury, it should be a matand made a step in raising the ly that they will use it in modera- ter of deep concern to all.
Carol Trevathan
funds needed for the fall marching tion, as do the majority of adults.
And
if
they
can
walk
home
after
S. 15th Street
20?
season. Thanks again.
having a few beers, the less chance
Murray
Sincerely,
they will be arrested fdr driving
753-7452
Murray Band Bobsters

Circus helpers commended
Dear editor:
The Fraternal Order of Police
#23 wishes to express genuine appreciation to the people of Murray
and Calloway County in the support you have given us in our recent sponsorship of the "Great
American Circus" held Labor Day
weekend in the Murray-Calloway
Park.
We would like to thank everyone
who made a donation and made it
possible for the less-fortunate to
see a circus along with other
members of the community.
I would like to give special

Band boosters wash 924 cars
Dear editor:
The Murray Band Boosters
would like to express their appreciation to all the people who
made the band's car wash on
August 27 a success. A special
thanks to Hardee's and Sirloin
Stockade forgetting us use their
parking lots and water and to Purdom Lovett for the supplies we
needed. Also, thanks to the band
members and J.9, the public who
gave donations and/or had their
cars washed.
Because of the people listed

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Calloway County High School
Band.captured top honors in competition at Todd County Marching
Band Festival at Elkton, according to Cecil Glass, director.
Thomas E. Rice, general
manager of Tappan Co., Murray
Operation, today announed plans
for an immediate major increase
in production at the local plant.
Twenty years ago
Anthony W. Thomas, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Chester Thomas, and
Garnett D. Alexander, son-of Mr.
and Mrs. Eli Alexander, have
enlisted in Marine Corps and are
now undergoing recruit training at
San Diego, Calif.
Thirty years ago
An agent from the Federal
Bureau of Investigation is now in
Murray checking out the $11,000
worth of worthless checks written
by a mantrom Jacksonville, Fla..
for the purchase of five
automobiles here on Sept. 1.
Forty years ago
About 1,000 persons visited the
new display room and service
shop of Taylor Motor Company on
Sept. 4. Prizes were awarded.
A concerted effort is being made
by all farm agencies in the county
to impress upon owners and
operators of farms of the necessity
of sowing a cover crop on
cultivated land.
Reba Jo Cathey and Ralph Lee r
Maxey were married Sept. 3 at the
home of her parents, Mr and Mrs
Jeddie B. Cathey.

Dear Advertiser:
We think we have found a way to imprOve the quality of our newspaper and
provide you more accurate advertising. We will implement the following
advertising deadlines October 1, 1988, to enable us more time to produce.
check and proof your ads and elityiinate needless errors.
Day of Publication

Deadline
•

Monday
,.-- Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday.

3 p.m.,Ihursday.
3

p.M.—Friday

3 p.m. Monday
3

p.m.1Tuesday

Friday

3. p.m. Wednesday

Saturday

10 a.m. Thursday

Weekly Shopping Guide

5 p:m. Friday or
10 a.m. Monday (Camera-Ready ads)

.Your account representative will work with you and answer any questions
you may have regarding these deadlines.
We are excited about. the Opportunity to improve the quality of our product
•
and becoming better service to you.,
SinCeM-Yr

;

e.

;

Dave Reeves,
Advertising Manager
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Candi and Shane
wiI be marriecLOEtober 15J98-8.

JCPenney
Chestnut Hiiis Shopping Ce
Murray Kentucky

Tuesday,Sept.4
Organizataxual meeting of Cub
Scout Pack'57' will be at 7 p.m. at
Roberston Elementary School
This is for boys, grades 1 through
5.

GED classes will begin at 6 p.m.
in Room 112, Calloway County
High School (west entrance). For
information call 753-5479
---Medical Explorer Post 803 will
have its "first fighter" at 6:30
p.m. in third floor classroom of
-Murray-Calloway Coiuity
Hospital.
---The Dry League will meet at 7
p.m. at Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ with Sgt. Lee
Williams of Fort Knox and Don
Tennison of Radcliff as guest
speakers.
---Calloway County Band Boosters
will meet at 5:30 p.m. at band

Pier I Bridal Registry
Amy Schroader

imports

bride-elect of

Mike Sykes
has selected her
decorative accessories
from our bridal registry.

Bel-Air Center

Amy and Mike will be married Sept. 24, 1988.

FRAMERS GALLERY
CHESTNUT STREET
DIXIELAND CENTER
753-0077

41.

Tuesday,Sept.I
room at Calloway High. This is for
middle and high school boosters.
-- Singles Organizational Society
will meet at 7 p.m. at Chamber of
Commerce office. For information
call Pamela at 759-1106. Pal at
759-4415 or Sarah at 753-0799
---Recovery Inc., will meet at 7
p.m. in Red Cross Chapter House,
223 W. South St., Mayfield. For informatii,.. call 1-247-5467.
---Delta Department of Murray
Woman's Club will have a potluck
supper at 5 p.m. at club house.
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's aub w'.11 have a potlucksupper at 6:30 p.m. at club house.
---Murray High School Soccer
team will host Calloway County
High School team at 6 p.m.
---Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at Southside Manor Community
Room. For information call
753-9303.
---The first of a series of two programs featuring faculty solo artists and ensembles will be at 8
p.m. at in Farrell Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University. Admission is free.
---Wednesday,Sept. 7
Goshen United Methodist
ChtP•ch Women will meet at 7 p.m.
at church.
---Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.

Wednesday,Sept. 7
Ladies' day events at Oaks
Country Club will include golf and
bridge, both at 9:30 a m.
---Ladies of Murray Country Club
will play golf at 9 a.m.
-- -Mission groups()Wherry Corner
Baptist Church are scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m.
---Mission groups of Flint Baptist
Church are scheduled to meet at 7
p.m.
.

Duck Stamp Print
ORDER NOW

Wednesday Night Men's Bowling League will have sign up at
6:30 p.m. at Corvette Lanes.
---Prepared Childbirth Class will
-start at 7p.m.in third floor education unit of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
---Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor education unit
olf Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Wednesday,Sept. 7
Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
education unit of Murray.
Calloway Count Hospital.
---Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Bible Study
Group at 1 p.m. in Parish Center,
and RCIA at 7;30 p.m. in Gleason
Hall.
Events at Membrial Baptist
Church will include Prayer
Meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs
and RAs at 7 p.m. and Sanctuary
Choir at 8_p.m.
-.Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
4:50 p.m., Super Dinner at 5:30
p.m., Adult Class at 6:20 p.m. and
Chancel Choir practice at 7:30
p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Prayer Meeting, Children's
Choirs, and Klaymata Fellowship
at 6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at
7:45 p.m.
---Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m.; Wesley Luncheon at 11:30
a.m.; Youth Club at 5 p.m.;
Finance Committee at 6:30 p.m.;
Administrative Board at 7 p.m.
---Functional design by BFA candidate Jonathan Ware will be on
display through Sept. 18 in the upper gallery of Clara M. Eagle
Gallery at Murray State University. Admission is free.

Thursday,Sept.8
Thursday Mixed Couples Bowling League will have sign up at
Corvette Lanes at 7 p.m.
- --Epilepsy Foundation of Western
Kentucky, a self-help group, is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. in
basement classroom, Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
---Life House will have prayer
time from 12 non to 1:30 p.m. at
Crisis Pregnancy Center, 1506
Chestnut St. For information call
753-0700.
---Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets. For information
call 753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.
Weigh-in for 4-H/FFA Steer
Show and Sale will be at 8 a.m. at
West Kentucky Livestock Show
and Exposition Center. The show
will begin at 10:45 a.m. and the
sale at 6:30 p.m. Admission is
free.
---"Light Years," a 1987 French/America film, will be shown at
7:30 p.m. in Curris Center
Theater, Murray State University.
Admission is free and the public is
invited.
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp
No. 1460 of Sons of Confederacy
will meet at 7:30 p.m. in Graves
County Court House, Mayfield.
---Legion of Mary will meet at 9:45
a.m. at Parish Center, St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
(Cont'd on page 10)

DATEBOOK
Band Boosters plan yard sale

Dulcimer,instruction planned
25% Puts it in Lay-Away

OOOOO•••OOOOO•••••••OOOOO•••
•
•
•
•
•
Square Dancing Classes
•
•
•
•
Western Style
•
•
•
•
•
For Some Fun In Your Life
•
•
•
•
Classes Begin Sept. 11 In Murray
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Call 759-1590 or 436-5846
•
•
1OOOOO•••••••OOOOOOOOOOO•••••••••OOOOOOOOOOO•••••••
OOOOOOO •ORM•

Instruction in the lap dulcimer will be offerad-at Calloway County
-Public Library Annex beginning Monday, Sept- 12, at 7 p.m. The class
will run for six weeks and will cover bask playing techniques, finger
picking, chording and fundamental theory. Instructor for the class will
be Anne Lough, area folk musician and teacher. She holds a Bachelor of
Music Education degreefrom Murray State University where she is currently working on her Master of Music Education degree. She has
researched and performed folk music for 25 years and is a regular performer at folk fegtivals, the Homeplace-1850 in Land Between the Lakes
and area state parks. For more information contact the library,
753-2288, or Mrs. Lough, 436-2411.

Sons of Confederate Veterans
to meet Wednesday at Mayfield
Commander Bill Threlkeld of
the Otho Strahl Camp No. 176,
Sons of Confederate Veterans of

SANTA'S 'ATTIC
is having a

Getting Ready For Santa Sale!
Lamps and Prints
Plush Animals
Nettlecreek Pillows
All Yellow Dot Items
All Baskets
Gourmet Coffees

50%
50%
50%
50%
25%
25%

off

753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT

FINIS„_
YOUNG
*--tr:

off
off
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off
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9:00

DIE HARD

Good Sept. 1 - Sept. 10

We're making room for
our new Christmas arrivals1
Santa's Attic will close Sept. 26th to
get ready for Christmas.
We will re-open Monday, October
3rd

Wirvo

7:00 ,
ONLY
IRO?
'
imin THUR.

NINTENDO IS HERE
Plena., Train. O. Automobiles
Polls* Acoelorny S• le Ogren
For Koops•Ilvls S Me
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j
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West Side Court Square • Murray

-11,1„0
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IND am

Murray-Calloway County Interagency is scheduled to meet at
11:30 a.m. at Golden Corral
Restaurant.
---PAWS (pets are wonderful
society) will meet at 3:15 p.m. at
Calloway County Public Library.
- --Events at Calloway Public
Library will include Parents and
Twos at 9:30 a.m. and Story Hours
at 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
---Organizational meeting of Murray State University's Public
Relations Club will be at 7 p.m. in
Ohio Room, CUITIS Center, MSU.

KENTUCKY

• OOOOO

Kr
. nay Ledger & Times

Jo Burkeen, editor

Coining community events are announced

Bridal Gift
RegistrY
We are pleased to
announce that Candi Glass, bride-elect
of Shane Freeland,
has selected her
bedding and bath
accessories from
our bridal registry.

•

Cheri Theatre Lob

Union Cl, Tenn., will be the
guest speaker at the regular
meeting of Tilghman-Beauregard
Camp No. 1460, Sons of Confederate Veterans, on Thursday,
Sept. 8, at 7:30 p.m. in Court Room
of Graves County Court House,
Mayfield.
Of special interest at this
meeting will be a ceremony honoring Mrs. Euna Mae Pillow of
Water Valley. She is the daughter
of Confederate Veteran, Hervey
W. Stephens, who served- aSsprivate in Company A 7th Kentucky Infantry Regiment.
Mrs. Pillow will be awarded the
"Real Daughter” medal and certificate. She is a life-long resident
of this area. Family and friends of
Mrs. Pillow are invited to attend
this meeting. Members are urged
to be present and prospective
members and visitors are
welcome.
The recently released publication, '41-listory of Camp
Beauregard" as compiled by Mrs.
Lissie Lowe Fuller, is available,
for sale at $10 per copy. These may
be purchased from any member of
the Camp or by mail from Commander Cletus Murphy, Rt. 1, Box
179, Wingo, Ill., or Adjutant C.L.
Pollard Jr., Rt. 1, Box 156, Water
Valley, Ky.

Calloway County Laker Band Boosters will host a'100-family yard sale
on Saturday, Sept. 10, from 7 to 11 a.m. at Calloway County High School.
Included in the yard sale will be a bake sale. Refreshments will be
available. The proceeds will go to support the Laker Bands,"We invite
everyone to come and be a part of the Laker Pride," said Joe Green,
vice presidennt of Band Boosters.
'
•

Fish fry to be at Fern- Terrace

Murray Lodge No. 2011 Loyal Order of Moose will sponsor a fish fry
with entertainment at Fern Terrace Lodge, 1505 Stadium View Dr.,
Murray, on Saturday, Sept. 16, at 5:30 p.m. "This is a community venture to show that we care for our community and respect our senior
citizens," said Craig Hargrove, governor of the lodge. Members of the
Legion wIl be doing the cooking with ladies performing the serving
duties. The residents, staff and their families are invited to attend, according to Sonia G. Seale, activity coordinator at Fern Terrace.

Scouts plan uniform activity
Murray Girl Scouts will sponsor a uniform swap/sale on Saturday,
Sept. 24, from 9 a.m. to 12 noon at the Girl Scout Cabin on Sharpe Street
(between North Eighth and North 10th Streets ). Good quality used
uniforms will be available as well as accessories. Anyone with uniforms
they wish to sell should bring them to the Girl Scout cabin on Friday,
Sept. 23, between 4 and 8 p.m. A slip of paper with name, address, phone
number and sale price must be included with the items to be sold.
Twenty-five percent of the sale price will be &donation to the Girl Scout
Cabin Fund.

Ten-ni-s--phiy-on-Thtifsday
Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
Thursday, Sept. 8, at 8:30 a.m. at the club courts. Members are asked to
note the change in time. The line-up is as follows: Court I
Brenda
Marquardt, Lois Keller, Shirley Homra and Peggy Billington; Court 2 Jeannetta Williams, 'Georgianna Moffitt, Martha Andrus and Sue
Overbey; Court 3 - Rainey Apperson, Carolyn Cunningham, Nancy
Whitmer and Frances Hulse. Substitutes will be Sheila Farmer, Marilyn
Adkins and Gayle Foster.

Western dancing scheduled
Western style square and round dancing will be at Woodman of the
World Hall at Third and Maple Streets, Murray. This is sponsored by
Murray Squar-A-Naders. The schedule will be Sept. 10,-Oct. 8, Oct. 22,
Nov. 12, Nov. 26 and Dec. 10, all at 8 p.m. All persons interested in
square dancing are invited. For more information call 436-5846.

lennis play on Wednesday
Wednesday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play
Wednesday, Sept. 7, at 7 p.m. at the club courts. This will be round robin
play, a group spokesman said.
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A family favorite-

Agfifte-.
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e

Louie's Steak House
(Owner Louie Williams)

tv.if

wivireAvggir

40,6,44

New Hours Starting
Tuesday, September 6

Tuesday-Thursday 4 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sunday 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Cloged Mondays

Special
Your Choice
Steak Sandwich & Potato
4

Or

1 99

Cypress Springs Restaurant

•••

"Overlooking Ileautiful Kentucky Lake"
Owners!, Louie and Sue VVilliams
Located Approx. 15 miles South of Murray off Hwy 121
Off Hwy 121 South
436-5496
F•R THE SEA ON DECEMBER 4th AT 8 m
I

5 oz. Hamburger & Potato
Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m.-11 p.m.

(Formerly Western Sizziin
Location)
753-2244
111=11:=11:=1:=1=E„,11Ujiz==j11)
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Finding room for work-at-home office common remodeling goal
•

By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
More than 11 million women are
currently working -from home,
either full time or part time, according to a 198'7 survey by Link
Resources, a. New York-based
consulting firm.

As a result, finding room for a
work-at-home office has become a
common remodeling goal'To ensure that work at home is
satisfying rather than frustrating,
it is important to set up a special
place dedicated to the work, says

Kathleen Christensen, author of
"Women and Home-Based Work:
The Unspoken Contract."
If there's no space for a separate
office, use part of another room —
but redo the space so it functions
as a real work space. Interior
designer Elaine Ryan suggests using a corner of a room that is large
enough for a small desk and two
chairs.
Create visual separation by
removing personal items such as
knickknacks and family
photographs. Inite-ad hang your
diplomas, certificates and other
documents on the wall near the
desk.
Paint or wallpaper the office
area in a slightly different shade
from the rest of the room. For example, if your walls are white,
cover the office wall with a striped

wallpaper with an off-white
background.
Conceal the space for privacy,
or when not in use, by enclosing it
with one or two ttiree-paneled
screens in a neutral color.
If your work does not require
client visits, consider converting a
closet into an office work space.
Remove the door and use the
closet space for shelving, file
cabinets and other supplies.
Few closets are roomy enough
to accommodate a desk as well,
but you can place a desk next to
the closet at right angles to it.
Cabinets or shelving used to
create an L-shape or small
separate work area can also serve
the same purpose, while adding
work storage space at the same
time.
Home office designers say that

storage and other needs vary,
depending on the tools you will
use In general, plan for a
telephone and a typewriter or personal computer and printer. All
need electrical outlets.
The most comfortable height for
typing at a typewriter or computer
keyboard,is 3 to 4 inches lower
than standard desk height. If it is
impossible to provide a surface for
that, use a desk chair with an adjustable height.
If you're working with computers, you're 4ely to find that
computer desks and storage components (either custom-made or
ready-made) work best. If you
plan to place computer equipment
on a desk, be sure to measure first
and take into account the depth
needed for installation. Don't
forget to allow for the bulky wires

and plugs at the back of the
components.
When planning the location of
the printer, allow space for continuous feed paper.
Good lighting is essential for any
task, including desk work. Choices
of light sources vary from floor
and table lamps to adjustable desk
lamps with goosenecks and
spotlights. But most important is
to have the light fall on the work,
not on the worker. Avoid glare by
proper placement of the light.
For a desk chair, choose seating
that is adjustable in several ways,
especially if more than one person
will be using the desk. Look for a
chair that has an adjustable seat
and back height, a tilting back and
a contoured seat and casters for
added mobility.

Wood finishing a hobby more than a necessity
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house features wood
THIS
L-SHAPED
EXTERIOR
OF
THE
shingles, brick veneer and diamond paned windows. Inside, there is a
living room with a cathedral ceiling and a bedroom wing with three
bedrooms-.-Fgan H At48-0H has 1,328 square feet-For more information
Homes for
write — enclosing a stamped,self addressed envelope
Living, 363 Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10001.

By Abigail
Van Buren

Doctor Choosy About Patients
Leaves Readers Smoldering
DEAR ABBY: This concerns the
physician who told a patient with a
serious respiratory condition that if
she didn't stop smoking, she cogld
find another doctor.
This is not only sad, it's scary.
What can we expect next? Doctors
who refuse to treat alcoholics, drug
abusers or those who try to commit
suicide? Maybe some doctors will
drop patients who refuse to wear
seat belts.
Is this really the "courage and
professional integrity" you praised
the physician for? I see it as just
another form of discrimination.
WARY IN SOUTHFIELD, MICH.
DEAR WARY: Did I get mail!
Read on:

ii

DEAR ABBY: I smoked for 30
years. I quit 12 years ago — cold
turkey. I am tired of tkose crybabies
who say they can't quit. There are
only two things required to quit
smoking — a sincere desire to quit,
and never putting another cigarette
in your mouth. People who say they
want to quit but keep smoking are
lying to themselves. They really
don't want to quit. .0
Please notice that I use the term
"quit" — not "stop." When you quit,
it's over. When you merely stop, you
usually start again. This may
sound like semantics, but it helps.
" GEORGE SZILAGYI,
LOS ANGELES
•••

DEAR ABBY: I strongly disagree
with the doctor who told his patient,
"If you don't quit Smoking, you can
find another doctor." Would a real
frien6 say, "Stop smoking, or. find
a9other friend"? Of course not.
I am a physician. Some of my
patients smoke. I know that smoking is not good for them, and so do
they, but I'm their friend as well as
their physician and I care about
what happens to them.
Smoking is an addiction — one of
the worst — and it's very difficult to
overcome, so I do everything within
my power to help them quit.

I take the sympathetic approach.
I say,"My friend, I know how hard
it is for you to quit smoking, but you
are a strong person and L. have
confidence in you. We are in this
together. If you don't quit smoking,
there is a good chance that you will
develop cancer, and I don't want
that to happen to you. The best way
to quit is cold turkey, so set a date,
and with your strong willpower, I
I know you can beat this thing!"
Abby, most of them quit. And
when they do, my whole office
rejoices, and the patient feels like a
real winner. If the smoker jackslides, I try various other methods:
stop-smoking clinics, support
groups, Nicorette gum. But abandon my patient — never!
You were right when you said,
"No doctor wants to lose a patient
one way or the other," but you were
wrong to applaud that doctor for his
,"courage and professional integrity."
CLAUDE A. FRAZIER, M.D.-,
ASHEVILLE, N.C.
DEAR DR. FRAZIER: I didn't
realize how wrong I was until
the critical mail started to
arrive in significant numbers.
As Lynn Ashby,editorial page
editor of the Houston Post, said
in an address before his newspaper colleagues, "We all make
mistakes. Doctors call theirs
cadavers. Lawyers call theirs
inmates. Diplomats call theirs
wars. But in journalism, our
mistakes are spread get there
for all to see."
'So, thanks to all- of you who
noticed my mistake, and cared
enough to let irke know.
• ••

"How to He Popular" is for everyone
who feels left out and wants an
improved social life. It's an excellent
guide to becoming • better conversationalist and • more attractive person
To order, send your name and address,
plus check or money order for 02.00
1113.39 in Canada) to: Dear Abby.
Popularity Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 01064.

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
When you change the washer in
a faucet, it's' because you want to
fix a leak: When you paint a room
or a house, it's because you feel it
is required, either as a
maintenance measure or to
change the color. When you clear
a sink drain, it's because it is clogged and needs immediate
attention.
But when you put a finish on a
piece of furniture, it may or may
not be necessary. That's because
wood finishing is a hobby as much
as it is anything else. Its great apteal lies in the fact you can enjoy
yourself while you are transforming an item of furniture from what
it was into what you want it to be.
Fixing a faucet, painting a room
or unclogging a drain hardly falls
I n to the enjoyment transformation category.
If you are fairly- new at wood
finishing, you should spend a considerable amount of time experimenting. Even professional
wood finishers have different opinions on the befit way to finish certain kinds of wood. There's actually a lot of fun in finding out for
yourself which finishing materials
produce which kind of results, how
you can get various effects from
what you do to the finish after it is
on and which undercoats o sealers
are best for which finishes. And
you will be surprised at how many
different shades of the same color
are possible with stain from a
single container.

Before you purchase a finishing
material of any kind, read the
label carefully. It will give you the
clues you need to determine
whether the product must be used
in conjunction with another or
whether it is a so-called one-step
material. Some remarkable
results can be achieved these days
with the one-steppers, although
veteran wood finishers feel — and
have always felt — that the
finishes that require more than a
single process produce better
results. In some cases that is true,
in some it isn't. Finding out for
yourself by testing is fascinating
and rewarding.
(You can get a copy of Andy
Lang's booklet, "Wood Finishing
in the Home," by sending 75 cents
and a stamped, self-addressed,
long envelope to Know-How, P.O.
Box 477 Huntington, NY 11743.)
Many finishing materials are
flammable or toxic or both. When
it says that on the label, don't
assume the warning is thrown in
only to obey the laws of safety. The
warning is meant especially for
you. Take whatever precautions
are recommended. Provide plenty
of ventilation. Don't work in a
room where there is an open
flame, such as a pilot light. If the
manufacturer says to wear gloves
and-or goggles, wear them. Being
extra cautious can prevent an
accident.
In trying to get the hang of wood
finishing, a marker and a pencil
and paper are needed. Let's say

Writer answers questions
about home improvement
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I am a woman who has
never had to fix anything in her
life. Is there any place where I can
learn about such things?
A. — Many educational systems
have adult education courses.
Check your local school
orities to see whether there is
ourse on home repairs. Also, go
to your community library and
ask- to see some books on do-ityoarselfing for the novice. You
local bookstore is likely to carry
such books. Several have come out
in recent years geared to repairs
women can handle, which means
most of them.
Q. — We have plaster walls in a
bathroom which I plan to cover
partially with ceramic tiles. Can
the tiles be attached to any kind of
wall or must it be in excellent condition? Our walls are fairly sound,
but starting to look a bit seedy.
A. — You will have to be the

judge of whether the walls are in
good enough shape or whether new
gypsum walls are necessary. It is
assumed you mean the oldfashioned solid plaster walls. In
that event, the chances are any
defects can be fied. Fill any gaps
with patching plaster. Be sure to
wash down the walls to remove
any grease or dirt on them. This is
especially -important in a
bathroom or kitchen. The test is
whether the old walla afford a
solid base for the tiles.
Q. — I want to redo an old
bureau "Its varnish is in fair condition but I want to remove it and apply a lacquer finish. Can the lacquer be applied right over the
varnish?
A. — A frequently asked question, which always has the same
reply: no. Lacquer tends to act as
a varnish softener. If you want to
refinish the cabinet with lacquer,
you will have to remove the old
finish.

you are testing stains. The color of
the stain usually can be controlled
by how long it is left on the wood
before it is wiped. Another method
of changing a shade is by how
much thinner is used with the
stain. If you are trying to achieve
a certain color, try using the stain
as is and leaving it on three
minutes before the wiping. Mark
that No. 1. Da it again, leaving it

30" ELECTRIC RANGE
WITH AUTOMATIC
OVEN TIMER

We Service What We Sell

Underwood Appliances
Hwy 641 N.
759-1505

MUR1Au
SUPPLY COMPANY

Inc.

Hardware

203 E. MAIN ST
MURRAY KENTUCKY 42C-1

ACE
BEST
BUYS
9/83
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Ace Professional
Grade Duck Tape
2-x60 yd. roll of strong, sticky & waterproof duck tape. Its Americas most
popular tope for household repairs.

Remember the 10th
001
COLOLC TWA,
M
PAUL •••

on five minutes. Mark it No. 2. Do
this several times, cha8ging the
process and number as you go
along. At the same time, write
down the mixtures for each
number. After everything has
dried, you will be able to determine which combination gave you
the result you were trying to get
Trusting your memory simply will
not work.

E-910,911
11454,11480

Elmer's Silicone
Rubber Sealer-10.3 Oz.
Clear or whlte silicone rubber sealer provides a permanently flexible seal_
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The 10th of each month is a very important date to your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by the 10th of the month in
order to pay their bill.
You iiee, these carriers are independent business men and women. They
buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th they have to dig down
Into their own pockets to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month. They
depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an.inconvenience for you and your carrier
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting caught without the
right change and You avoid the bother of monthly collection.
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25774.5

Ace 6-Pc. 2S7711.5
Combination Wrench Set
Drop-forged, chrome-plated steel renrh set
;n SAE or metrx sizes

A3039
68574

Aco 39 Gallon
.Trash & Lawn Bags
30 iumbo size bogs on easy tear off roll.
Super tough and tear resistant

Murray Supply Co.
208 E. Main
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Nothing wrong with kids
dominating in U.S. Open
Youngsters fight to bring title back to America
And the winner might have to play Jimmy Connors, who took on Jorge Lozano of Mexico today.
Connors, seeded sixth, is 36 - older than Agassi and
Chang combined.
Spectators also came today to watch 1%;1. 1 Ivan
Lendl against Jakob Hlasek of Switzerland, and
unseeded American Derrick Rostagno against
Haiti's Ronald Agenor.
Three other men's seeds were ousted Monday No, 9 Tim Mayotte by Rostagno. No, 12 Guillermo
Perez-Roldan of Argentina by Lozano, and No. 15
Anders Jarryd of Sweden by Hlasek. That left just
four men's seeds in the tournament, the fewest in the
round of 16 since 1971..
Two women's seeds lost to other seeded players.
No. 7 Helena Sukovi of Czechoslovakia was beaten
by No. 14 Katerina Maleeva of Bulgaria 6-1, 6-3.
Katerina's sister, No. 6 Manuela, eliminated No. 12
Barbara Potter 6-3, 6-2.
Other men's winners included Lendl, going for an
unprecedented fourth straight Open crown, and No. 2
Mats Wilander.
The Australian advance was halted on three fronts
as Mark Woodforde lost to VVilander, John Frawley
fell to Emilio Sanchez of Spain, and Jason
'Stoltenberg was beaten by Agenor. But Darren
Cahill moved into the quarterfinals by beating Martin Laurendeau of Canada.
Steffi Graf and Martina Navratilova, the top two
women, struggled early before moving into the
quarterfinals.
Graf, seeking the first Grand Slam since 1970, lost
as many games in the first set against Patty Fendick
asshe had in-lier-first-three matehes. The West-klert—SIL'eder" Stebth Edberg VMS upset by Aaron Krickstein in a dramatic
(Cont'd on page 7)
five-set match at the U.S. Open on Monday.
AP photo

By The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Kids. What's the matter with kids
today?
Nothing, if they're teenage American tennis
players. Or a 21-year-old on the comeback trail.
Andre Agassi. the 18-year-old from Las Vegas who
Is the hottest men's player in the world, and 16-yearold Michael Chang, advanced Monday to the fourth
round of the U.S. Open. Tonight, they meet on the
stadium court_ in what Chang called a "special"
match.
Aaron Krickstein, who gained fame here as a
16-year-old in 1983, when he made it to the fourth
round, is back. This time, after a dramatic five-set
night win over No. 3 Stefan Edberg in chilly, windy
conditions, Krick stein is in the quarterfinals.
For once, the focus Of the U.S. Open is on the
United States.
Agassi, who has surged to fourth in the world and
has won six tournaments this year, stretched his winning streak to 21 with a 6-3, 6-1, 2-6, 6-0 victory over
Johan Kriek. Chang, ranked 48th, came from two
sets behind Tim Wilkison for a 4-6, 3-6, 6-3, 6-4, 7-5 win
over Tim Wilkison.
"It isn't the first time I'm playing him," Agassi
said. "I played him in New York at the Tournament
of Champions ). Every week that goes by, your game
takes new levels when you are so young."
" Chang had never won a five-set match before doing
it twice here - he upset No. 13 Jonas Svensson in the
second round.
"He's 18, I'm 16, it's at the-U.S. Open, the round of
16, it's a night match," Chang said. "I predict
everyone is going. to-cetne- wateh,
goPig to be
fun."

Weekend rewrite A look at this weekend's gridiron action
By DANIEL T.PARKER
Asst. Sports Editor
Welcome to the second edition of the
Weekend Rewrite; hopefully your weekend
was better than that of Mike Tyson, the
Calloway County Lakers and the Murray
High Tigers, all of whom had road problems over the Labor Day weekend, - Tyson. the undefeated* world
heavyweight boxing champion, suffered
his first knockout when he drove off the
road and up a tree, while the two local high
school teams also took some tough punches
from their roadwork in away games.
Murray's 10-3 wreck at Crittenden County left the 3-0 CCHS Rockets in the driver's
seat in the 1A district race. Crittenden, by
the way, was 0-3 at this point last year.
The Lakers' 14-6 loss at Somerset was no
more than a fender-bender as far as
district playoff hopes are concerned
unless a tie-breaker system is needed),
but Calloway's pride was crumpled by occasional losses of traction against a strong
2A school they could have beaten.
Murray High must-now avoid all future
district pot-holes if the Tigers plan On a
playoff parking spot. Calloway's coaching
staff, meanwhile, plans to check under the...
hood and tune up the Laker offense before

merging into the fierce 3A district traffic.
Had enough driving metaphors? Are you
'tired'? Need a 'brake' from the Labor Day
traffic reports? Okay, okay - buckle up
and we'll steer quickly _ through last
weekend's clutch performances.
Clipping Cardinal wings
The Christian County Colonels blocked a
PAT kick against Mayfield to preserve
their 21-20 "upset" over the Cardinals.
Whatmayte more surprising, however, is
that the Colonels raced through the
Mayfield defensive line to accumulate 239
yards- On the ground and Three rushing
touchdowns.
Christian's Alvin Byers led the way with
167 yards on the ground and scored the goahead and eventual winning score on a
40-yard jaunt in the third quarter.
Mayfield, who will meet Murray High
this Friday evening at Ty Holland Field,
out=gained Christian 340-296, thanks to
another air-Schlosser performance. Junior
Qt Tim Schlosser hit on 10 of 14 passes for
189 yards, including tosses of 74 yards to
William Yarber and 47 yards to Danny
Kirby.
Meanwhile, Madisonville, who will take
on Calloway County at Calloway. Friday
night, was defeated by unbeaten Bowling

yards and picked up 15 first downs against
Tilghman, but the Weekend Rewriter is
willing to bet most of that came against the
Tilghman scrubs.

Commentary
Green 20-10. The Maroons scored on a
20-yard field goal by Billy Bergman and a
45-yard pass from Randy Green to Sean
Coughlin.
Madisonville is now 0-2 and has been
outscored 41-24; the 4A school should come
-into town hungry for a win and thirsty for
revenge after a loss to the Lakers last year
in M-ville.

Pirate possession power

Heath High School was on the verge of
dropping to 1-2 against Trigg County before
thePirates got their hooks on the ball and
kept it for a game-winning drive thilate up
eight minutes from the fourthlharter
clock, posting a 19-13 win over the
Wildcats.
Seems like-a long, long time
Trigg is 0-2, but their -other loss was a
21-14 decision to the Colonels of Christian
•The old Rod Stewart refrain was sweet
County.,
music to the Fulton County Pilots Friday
warnings
Grave
night after defeating Reidland 13.3 for the
school's-first win since 1986.
The Graves County Eagles set a school
After a scoreless first half, the Pilots
record for total points and moved to 3-0 on
overcame a 3-0 Greyhound lead within 30
the year with a 44-12 win over Webster
seconds when Cory Smith scored on runs of
County, and head coach Jay Buckley said
75 and 16 yards. Smith finished with 144
the point spread could have been worse.
yards on 17 carries.
The "Touchdown Twins" of Billy and
Bobby Davidson gained over 100 yards
Weep no more, my Tornado
each while Todd Thurston threw a 33-yard
As it Tilghman was really worried about
scoring strike and ran in for another from
losing to Lone Oak and dropping to 0-3...the
51 yards out.
Blue Tornado scored twice in the first
The Eagles meet Dexter, Mo. this
seven minutes of the game and whipped the
weekend in what could be the team's first
Purple Flash 38-0.
Even so, the Flash did gain 187 total' (Cont'd on page 7)

Tyson to
undergo
tests after
accident
Next fight may
be in jeopardy
NEW YORK (API Heavyweight champion Mike
Tysori knocked out by a tree in a
one-car wreck, will undergo more
medical tests as his representatives debate whether he'll be
able to defend his title next month.
Tyson, fresh from a unanimous
decision over boxer Mitch Green
on a Harlem sidewalk two weeks
ago, was knocked unconscious for
several minutes Sunday when the
BMW he was driving skidded into
a tree in a friend's yard upstate.
Physicians at Columbia Presbyterian Medical Center in
New York said they were keeping
Tyson in the hospital for more
tests today on his head and bruised
chest.
"Those tests should include an
N.M:R., which is a state-of-the art
brain scan, and other tests for
heart and chest," said Dan Klores,
a Tyson spokesman. "The reason
for this is that he did suffer a chest
wall contusion and a blunt head
trauma in the accident. Moreover,
he did lose consciousness for a
brief period of time."
Doctors were scheduled to have
a news conference today to clarify
Tyson's condition.
"He's conscious," said Dan
Klores, a Tysorkspokesman. "He's
still a little groggy because of the
head trauma, but he's in stable
condition and generally pretty
alert."
Tyson's championship bout
against British champ Frank
Bruno was recently postponed until Oct. 22"because of the hand injury. Klores said it was not clear if
the car accident would affect the
fight, but Tyson manager Bill
cayton_told the Daily News that
"the early- reports I've gotten lead
me to be positive about-his fighting
... next month."
In London, a member of Tyson's
managerial team said the fight
was not in danger.
"He's been through worse things
than this as a kid," said Steve
Lott. "The fight is on. Mike will be
fine. There's a reason they call
him 'Iron Mike.'"
- -.Tyson also has a broken bone in
his right hand, the result of the
lone blow landed in his brief encounter with fellow heavyweight
Green outside an all-night clothing
store.

Major League Baseball

Red Sox finally in first• Forsch overcomes n€ ryes
9

By The Associated Press
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w, as a night of firsts for the
Boston Red Sox - first time in a
long time they had won two
straight on the road and, more importantly, first time they had undisputed possession of first place
in two years.
The Red Sox finally got over the
hump Monday night with a 4-1 victory at Baltimore while Detroit
was losing 5-4 in 10 innings to
Toronto. That gave Boston a onegame lead over the Tigers in the
It

WEEK

Stock Up On Your
Meat & Vegetables
Before Winter
Baby Limas

20 lb. box

Purple Hull Peas

20 lb box

Choice Sides of Beef
lb.
No Charge For Cutting. wrapping & Freezing
Choice Whole ,Ribeyes 12 !b. avg.
No Charge For Cutting
30 Lb. Box Small Meaty
Pork Ribs
Field
Wieners
Partin's
Country Sausage

I

$A29
—1Ir

lb.

$4770
$ 11

lb.

89

sizzling American League East
race which also saw the
Milwaukee Brewers and New
York Yankees keep pace with victories on Monday.
"Now we don't have to
scoreboard watch as much," Marty Barrett said after the Red Sox
took over first place alone for the
first time since 1986, when they
won the AL pennant.
Hanging tough -just behind the
1-2 teams in the AL East were the
Yankees and Brewers, who re-

99'for Lunch
991
COIIPONI

Spaghetti S:
Garlic Bread

MI

with our Special
0 Homemade Meat Sauce
Expires 10-5-88
•
COUPON.

NMI msPIO UP
lii. /

"b. $ 11.

100% Pure
Ground Beef Patties..14-itt; box -$19

-`.? 2 Slices of
"`" Cheese Pizza
f'434
Expires 10-5-88
Fresh
Salad
Our

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

Expires 10-5-88

GIBSON HAM CON

7a.m.-4\p.m. Mon.-Frt.
Phone 7534601
We Accept
107 N. 3rd St.
7 8.091.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
"Only Federal inspected Meat Maiket in Murray
••
.

Former NBA star coming Sept. 13
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Central Shopping Center
(across from MSU Stadium)
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Murray

Blue J1,ys 3, Tigers 4
Ernie Whi- homered leading off
the 10th inri ig to power Toronto
over Detroit at Tiger Stadium,
Todd Stottlemyre, 4-8, pitched
three innings of perfect relief for
the victory and Duane Ward got
his 12th save.
Whitt hit the game-winning
homer off reliever Guillermo Hernandez, 5-4.
Yankees 7, Indians 2
Don Mattingly singled home the
go-ahead run and Ken Phelps hit a
three-run homer as New York
scored six times in the eighth inning to beat Cleiveland.
Tom Candiotti held the Yankees
to one run on five hits for seven innings before Don Gordon, 2-3,
relieved to start the eighth. Mattingly and Dave Winfield hit RBI
singles off Scott Bailes and Phelps
hit his 21St homer against Jeff
Dedmon.
(Cont'd on page 7)

Jones to speak in Murray

O
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mained virtually tied for thind,
four games out. The Yankees were
one percentage point ahead of the
Brewers after their 7-2 victory
over Cleveland on Monday. The
surging Brewers, meanwhile, beat
Chicago 5-2 for their seventh
straight victory.
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Elsewhere, it' was Oakland .11,
Texas 4; California 4, Kansas City'
2, and Minnesota 2, Seattle 0.
Dwight Evans knocked in three
runs, two with a homer, and Larry
Parrish homered for the fourth
time in five games to lead the Red
Sox. The slugging of the pair
helped Mike Smithson win his first
_game since July 23.
The victory marked the first
time since June 21 that the Red
Sox won back-to-back games on
the road. Boston; now 31-38 away
from Fenway Park this year.
defeated California 6-5 Sunday in
Anaheim.

759-9600

Former National Basketball Association all-star and Olympian Bobby
Jones will speak at Murray's Holiday Inn at 7:30 a.m., Sept. 13. The
breakfast is open to the public, with tickets available at $5 through David
Travis at 753-0885.
On Sept. 12, Jones will speak at Murray State University and at
Calloway County High School. Jones is scheduled to address MSU
athletes at 4:30 p.m., at Lovett Auditorium. At 7 p.m.. Jones will speak
at the Calloway County Faith for Living Crusade in the CCHS Gym.
Jones was an All-American basketball player at the University of
North Carolina in 1974. He was a member of the 1972 U.S. Olympic team
which took the silver medal Jones played 12. years of professional
basketball, four with the Denver Nuggets and eight with the
Philadelphia ?fliers. He played in four NBA All-Star games and was named first-team NBA All-Defensive Team 10 straight years. Jones earned a
BA in Psychology from UNC in 1974.
Jones' trip to Murray is co-sponsored by the MSU Chapter of Athletes
in Action and the Calloway County Faith for Living Crusade, Sept. 11-15,
led by Steve Hale.
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Giants show signs of 1986 form, heal Skins 27-20
By The Asaociuted Press

EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. —
Some coaches say to never to base
a season on one game, but consider this:
During a dismal 6-9 season in
1987, the New York Giants never
once rallied from more than seven
points down to win a game, and
more often than not, the
trademark of the-then Super Bowl
champions was finding ways to
lose
It was a far cry from 1886 when
the Giants usually found ways to
win.
The Giants on Monday night
regained some of the 1986 championship form as Tom Flynn
returned a blocked punt 27 yards
for a touchdown and nose tackle
Jim Burt scored on a 39-yard
touchdown waddle with a fumble
la -rally New York to a seasonopening 27-20 NFL victory over the
Super Bowl champion Washington
Redskins.
"Last year, there were so many

times when we fell behind and th minus 2 yards rushing
in the
couldn't come back or we had a opening 30 minutes and
was frelead in the fourth quarter and just quently in bad field position.
couldn't told it," Giants safety
"When we came in here at
Kenny Hill said. "We knew this halftime we just
stressed that we
year had to establish some had to hang together,
and not
things."
panic," Giants linebacker Harry
Whit the Giants established Carscn said. "Defensively, we
just
Monday night in this matchup of hung together and made
the
the past two Super Bowl champlays."
pions was that they could come
Actually there were a lot of
back and that their defense is still plays made by New York
in the severy capable even without cond half and they come
from the
Lawrence Taylor, who is sitting defense, the special
.teams and
out a 30-day suspension for ever. occassionally the
offense.
substance abuse.
"This was an ugly win," said ofNew York fell behind 13-0 in the fensive tackle Karl Nelson,
who
opening 18:42 as Super Bowl hero played in his first regular
-season
Doug Williams hit Ricky Sanders game after missing all
of last
with a 29-yard scoring pass and season with cancer. "Thank
God
rookie Chip Lohmiller added field special teams played
lights out.
goals of 26 and 25 yards.
The offense aid it when we had to
The Giants did not score until wand the defense did it when
they
he final play or The half with a —had to and that was enough."
23-yard field goal by Raul Allegre.
The Giants closed their deficit to
However, being down 13-3 at the 13-10 midway through the third
half might have been a moral vic- quarter on a 9-yard touchdown
run
tory for New York which was held by Joe Morris that was set
up by a

Angels 4, Royals?
Wally Joyner doubled home the
tying run in the eighth inning, then
scored the game-winner on an error by right fielder Bo Jackson as
California beat Kansas City.
Charlie Leibrandt, 10-12, walked
Brian Downing with two outs in
the eighth before Joyner doubled
home pinch-runner Mark
McLemore to tie the game at 2-2.
The winner was Willie Fraser,
11-10.
Twins 2, Mariners0
Frank Viola won his major
league-leading-21st game and
John Moses' run-scoring single
broke a scoreless tie in the eighth
Inning as Minnesota defeated
visiting Seattle.
Viola, 21-6, yielded five hits in 8
2-3 innings and struck out eight.
Erik Hanson lost his major
league debut despite giving up no
earned runs on six hits in 7 1-3 innings. An error by shortgtop Rey
Quinones set up RBI singles by
Moses and Al Newman.

20-yard punt by Steve Cox U:
Washington
The defense stopped Washington
on its next series and then the
special teams took over breaking
Phil McConkey on a 35-yard punt
return to the Redskins 22. Allegre
tied the score four plays later with
his second field goal of the game,
this one from 32 yards with 4:55
left in the period.
The score remained tied until
9:59 was left and again it was the
Giants special teams which turned
things around when Gary Reasons
blocked a Cox punt and Flynn
picked it up and scored.
Burt added the insurance
touchdown just-2:13 later when he
scored after Pepper Johnsor jarred the ball loose from Williams
with a blind-side hit on a blitz.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
"Your more than one company agency.'
David King

Weekend rewrite...
(Cont'd from page 6)
tough test of the campaign.
Excuse me, neighbor
Our orange-clad neighbors ki the north may have overheard last
week's disparaging comments about their defensive secondary, as
Caldwell County was totally shut down during the Marshall County Marshals' 19-0 win at Draffenville.
Caldwell gained only 33 yards on the ground and 50 through the air on
five completions as the Tigers dropped to 0-2 and Marshall improved to
3-0.
The Marshals moved the ball for 266 ground yards, again spreading
the work load among Scott Pullen, Eric Griffey and Donnie Crass.
Bombed again
Ballard may be hungry for a win, but that dOesnimean they'll accept
charity.
Fulton City fumbled the ball on their own 10-yard line early in Friday
night's game and the Bombers recovered._ butIlailard couldn't get the
ball into the end zone.
— -Ballard had field position inside the 25 twice in the first half, but it was
BulldogEdward Minor who found the end zone, rambling 87 yards for all
the scoring Fulton City would need in their eventual 14-0 victory. The win
was the first, possibly the last, of the year for Fulton...Ballard dropped
to 0-3 and saw their best chance for a win slip away.

Mahler, 9-13, hit Kirk Gibson with
a pitch. Mickey Hatcher then
singled to score Griffin and- send
Gibson to third. When the ball got
by James in left field, Gibson
scored.
Mets 7,Pirates 5
New York moved 10 games
ahead of second-place Pittsburgh
in the East'as Mookie Wilson hit a
three-run homer in the eighth inning following Lee Mazzilli's tiebreaking sacrifice fly.
David Cone, 15-3, pitched seven
innings for his sixth victory in
seven decisions and 'Darryl
Strawberry hit a solo homer run as
Mets won for the ninth time in 11
games.
Padres 7, Giants 4
San Diego beat San Francisco at
Candlestick Park to improve to
67-68 and move above the .500
mark for the first time since July
19, 1986.
Eric Show pitched a six-hitter
and sparked a five-run fifth inning
with a single.
Cardinals 6, Expos 2
.
Pedro Guerrero hit his firat
homer as a Cardinal at Busch
Stadium and Scott Terry won his
fifth straight game as St. Louis
defeated Montreal, snapping the
Expos' four-game winning streak.
Terry, 7-3, benefited from a
four-run fifth inning keyed by
three consecutive infield errors,
including two by shortstop Rex
Hudler.
Guerrero hit a two-run single for
the only hit of the Cardinals' fourrun fifth and hit his seventh homer
in the seventh.
Cubs 14, Phillies 3
Phillies 4, Cubs 3
Ricky Jordan's sixth hit of the
day, a two-run homer in the
seventh inning, gave Philadelphia
a 4-3 victory over Chicago at
Wrigley Field-land a dolibleheader
split.
In the first game, rctikie center
fielder Doug Dascenzo hit a double
and RBI single during an eightrun, third inning.

Anything else?
Giving credit where credit is due, even though we may hate to, means
mention must be made of Miami's stunning 31-0 upset of preseason No. 1
Florida State, moving the Hurricanes' record against top-ranked
schools to 6-0 in the past six years. And, peeking into the professional
ranks, one must acknowledge the New York Giants' sterling comeback
last night against the defending SUper Bowl champion Washington
Redskins.
Washington had Dexter Manley in uniform and the-Giants didn't have
Lawrence Taylor, and the Redskins held a 13-3 halftime lead while New
York looked puny. But the Giants' defense stifled Washington in the second half.while Phil Simms directed a stunning 27-point scoring streak
for a 27-20 victory.

Local sports

CCHS iv beats Christian County
Calloway County's junior varsity football team ran its record to 2-0
with a 12-6 win over Christian County Monday.
Rob Dennis hit Billy Brickey on a 55-yard pass that set up a seven-yard
Dennis-to-Brickey touchdown pass on the Lakers' opening drive. Christian County tied the game before halftime, but the Lakers scored the
winning touchdown late in the fourth quarter.
Dennis carried the ball on an option from the Christian seven yard line
to the two where he pitched out to Brickey who completed the scoring
play.
Christian County threatened to score in the game's final minutes,'but
linebacker Tony Patrick sealed the game for Calloway with a interception at the OCHS 13 yard line with only 1:30 left to play.
The Lakers host Marshall County on Sept. 12.

Tigers go to 4-0 with 4-2
win over Fort Campbell
tatitt Report

The Murray High School soccer
team continued its dominance
over regional teams with a 4-2 win
at Fort Campbell on Saturday.
The Tigers, 4-0, host Calloway
County today.
Craig Schwettman and Don
Easley put in a pair of goals each
to lead the Tigers, who fell behind
1-0 .-early when Giorgio Hiatt
scored the only goal of the first
half.
MHS opened the second-half
scoring, however, as Michael
Fulton headed a ball to Schwettman who headed it into the goal to
tie the ganle.
The Falcons came right back as
Gene Rosner scored unassisted,
but Don Easley scored on a penalty-'kick and off a corner kick to
give Murray its first lead.
Schwettmak -iced the _game
when he converted

headed assist.
The Tigers put 26 shots on goal
while holding Fort Campbell to only seven. The Tigers have out-shot
their opponents every game this
season.
The Tigers: junior varsity squad
battled the Falcons to a 1-1 tie with
Chris Portner converting Murray's only score.
The MHS junior varsity will
Meet Calloway at Ty Holland
Stadium at 4 p.m., and the varsity
clubs will play at 6 p.m.

and No. 16 Larisa Savehenko of the Soviet Union.
The three young Americans and Connors are causing most of the excitement in the men:s draw.
Krickstein wanted to make sure he wasn't forgotten by his countrymen. His showing here has ensured
that.
"People forget I'm only 21," he said. "They talk
about Agassi and Chang. If I had won this match just
coming out of college, I'm the next hero. I've been injured for the last few years.
"If I- had one tournament to pick to play well, it's
here," he added after improving his record in Open
five-setters to 6-0, including 2-0 over Edberg. the
Wimbledon winner.

753-8355

AMERMAN LE AGUE East Ohioan
311
L
Boston
76 61
555
Detroit
75 62
547
New York
71
64
526
Milwaukee
74
67
525
Toronto
70 68
507
CleesIngsd
66
71.----4112
Baltimore "
48
88
353
West EMMY=
W
1. Pet.
O.4Ialin
Minnesota
77
1113
562
Kansas City
72 65
526
California
71
67
514
Texas
40
76
441
Chicago
50 78
431
Seattle
55
83
31961
Manday's Gans..
Minnesota 2 Seattle 0
Milwaukee 5, Chicago 2
New York 7 Cleveland 2
Boston 4. Baltimore
Toronto 5, Detroit 4. 10 innings
California 4. Kansas City 2
Oakland 11. Texas 4

-California at Kansas City
Oakland at Texas 'II.
Ge

4
4
10
'171
,
GB
94
144
It
26
274
32

Tuesday's Games
Cleveland 'Swindell 14-13, at New York
(Leiter 4.3). on •
Boston 'Gardner 6-4 at Baltimore ,Tibbs
4-121. oni
Toronto I Key 9-4 o at Detroit oAlexander
11.101. Ono
Seattle (Campbell 5-81 at Minnesota
(Ellyleven 9-13). • n •
California o Clark 6-31 at Kansas City
• Gubicza 17-7'. • n •
Oakland t Burns 6-1, at Texas t
11.101. In)
44
Only games scheduled
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland at New York. 1n i
Boston at Baltimore, o no
Toronto at Detroit. in,
Chicago at Milwaukee. Ivo
Seattle at Minnesota, (n)

N AMA AL LE AGI'L
East DriMen
L reg. GB
New York
II
54
SOO MAW*
71
64
536 10
Maltreat
70
M. I,12_ ll't
Chicago
67 60
463 144
St Louts
73
60
447 111
Ptulacteipina
LI
M
444 164k
West Bristen

C

rf--•-ret. on

Loa Angeles
76
578 57
Houston
74
63
540
5
Cincinnati
71
65
522
7,6
San Francisco
70 67
511
San Diego
67
68
504
Atlanta
44
341
09
Monday ••Games
Chicago 14, Philadelphia 3 lit game
Philadelphia 4. Chicago 3 2nd game
New York 7. Pittsburgh 5
San Diego 7. SIM Francisco 4
St Louie I Montreal 2
Los Angeles 3 Atlanta 0
Houston 3, Cincinnati 0
Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles o Belcher 10.41 at Atlant-,
IP Smith 7-131. In 1
New York I Ojeda 9121 at Pittsburg!
(Smiley 10-91. n
Philadelphia ( Freeman 0.2, at Chieag,
1Moyer 7-13,, in
Cincinnati i Browning 14-51 at Houstor.
Deshales
int
Montreal ID. Martinet 15-10) at St I
1DeL,son 9-11).
San Diego iFtmenussen 12-84 at San 6 •.toclic° Hammaker 7-71. tni
Wednesday's Gansu*
Montreal at Pittsburgh. In'
New York at Chicago, on)
Philadelphia at St Louts. I n1
Cincinnati at San Diego. on)
Houston st Los Angeles. in)
Atlanta at San Francisco, On)

NFL
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
East
9%
I. T Pct. PE' PA
Buffalo
1
0
O 1 000 13 10
New England
I
0 O 1 000 28
3
Indianapolis
o
0
1
nnti 14 57
Miami
0
1
o
000 7 34
N.Y Jets
0
O
000
3 28
Central
Cincinnati
1
0 a 1 00021 14
Cleveland
1
0 0 1 000 6
3
Houston
-F-0 0 1 000 17 14
.Pittsburgh
I -0 0 1000 24 21
Weld_
L.A. Raiders
1
0 0 I 000 24 13
Stank
__O --0 4,000--31
Denver
0 ,1
0
000 11 21
Kansas City
0
1
0
000 3 6
San Diego
0
1
0
000 13 24
N ATION AL CONFERENCE
East
N Y Giants
1
0 0 1 000 27 20
Philadelphia
I 0 0 1 000 41 '14
Dallas
0' 1
0 .003 21 24
Phoenix
0
1
0
WO 1423
Washington
0
I
0, 000 20 27
Central
Chicago
1
0 0 1 000 31
7
Detroit
I
0 0 1 000 21 17
Green Bay
0
1
0
000
7 34
Minnesota
0
1
0
000 10 13
Tampa Bay
0 1
0
000 14 11
West
L.A. Rams
1
0 0 1 000 34
7
San Francisco
1
0
1 o00 34 13

Atlanta
New Orleans

0
0

1
1

0
0

000 17
000 33

Sunday's Games
Detroit 31, Atlanta 17
Pittsburgh 24, Dallas 21
Los Angeles Rams 14. Green Bay 7
Chicago 34 Miami 7
Buffalo 13, Minnesota 10
Philadelphia 41. Tampa Bay 14
Cincinnati 21. Phoenix 14
San Francisco 34. New Orleans 33
New England 28, New York Jets 3..
Houston 17 Indianapolis 14,
Los Angeles ttaliders 21, San Meg° 13
Seattle 21 Denver 14
-.
Cleveland 6 Kansas City 3
Msoday's Game
New York 'Giants 27 Washingt,,,
Sunda). Sept. II
' Chicago at Indianapolis
Miami at Buffalo
New Orleans at Atlanta
Pittsburgh at Washington
San Francisco at New York Giants
Tampa Bay at Green Bay
, San Diego at Denver
New York Jets at Cleveland
New England at Minnesota
Los Angeles Raiders at
Detroit at Los Angeles R.o, Kansas City at Seattle
Cincinnati at Philadelphia
Monday,Sept. It
Dallas at Phoenix

College football
The Top Twenty teams in the Associated
12 West Virginia
1-0-0
438
16
Press college football poll. with first-place
13 Notre Dame
. 0-0-0
421
13
votes in parentheses. 1988 record. total
14 Alabama
0-0-0
411
14
p o i n t s b a s e d 0. n
15 Mkhlgan State
381 _15
20-10-18-17-16-15-14-13-12-11-10-9-8-74-5-4-3-2-1
16 South Carolina
1-0-0
335 ,19 ,...
and previrms-rankittr- --"-- --- -------IT Imes
-13
-1-0---1
-..
Record Po Pvs
18. Penn State
0-0-0
206
20
1 M101111, Fl 381
1-0-0
1.149 • 6
19 Texas
0-0-0
175
2 Nebraska 111.
2-0-0
1,113
2
20 Washington
0-041
113
3. Clemson i 3'
1-0-0
1.002
1
Other receiving votes Syracuse 100. Ten,
1. Oklahoma '2 ,
0-0-0
OM
3
nessee 85. Oklahoma State 80 Arkansas 57.
5 UCLA 12.
10-0
641
5
Texas Aklf 48. Pitt 41..Florida 37 Indiana
S. Southern CI 1 .
1.0-0
878
8
21. Arizona State IS. Wyoming 13, Hawaii II
7. Auburn
0-0-0
768
7
Oregon 11.0tuo State 8. North Carolina State
8. Georgia
1-0-0
703
12
5. Washington State 1. Air Force 1, Virginia
9. Michigan .
0-0-0
639
10
3, Arizona 1 Fresno State I. Texas-El Paso 1.
10. Florida State
0-1-0
606
I
- •Tulane 1
II. LSU
1-0-0
17
587
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Fall is in the air...
get your car ready for
the cold weather.

SERVICE SPECIA
L
•
Oil Change, Filter and Lube

$13.95

Nothing wrong...
((bard from page 6)
—
man star won 6-4, 6-2.
"I was really impatient." Graf admitted.
Navratllova, the two-time defending champion,
had a sleepy start against Elna Reinach of South
Africa. Navratilova dropped the first four games,
then woke up for a 6-4, 6-1 win.
"I probably shouldn't be telling you this," she said,
"but I took a nap before the match and I was not
quite awake at the beginning. I can't let what happened in the first four games happen again, but I
really turned it on."
Also making the women's quarterfinals, which will
be held Wednesday, were No 3 Chris Evert, No. 5
Gabriela Sabatini of Argentina-, No. 11 Zina Garrison

901 Sycamore

Baseball

Williams closed out the scoring
by- hitting Kelvin Bryant with a
19-yard scorang pass with 11
seconds to play.

NATIONAL LEAGUE
Astros 3, Reds 0
Nerves proved more of an
obstacle for Bob Forsch in his first
appearance as a Houston Astro
than the Cincinnati Reds.
Forsch allowed five hits in eight
Innings and hit a three-run double
as the Astros defeated Cincinnati
3-0 Monday night, snapping the
Reds' five-game winning streak.
Forsch, 38, broke into the major
leagues with St. Louis in 1974 and
remained a Car.Mnal until last
Wednesday when he was traded to
the Astros for utilityman Denny
Walling.
"I remember my first start
(ever), it was against Cincinnati
when they were the Big Red
Machine. I was just as nervous
starting this game. It was deja
vu," Forsch said.
Reds rookie starter 'Norm
Charlton, 1-3, hit Glenn Davis with
a pitch leading off the fifth and
Buddy Bell singled. After a
sacrifice by Billy Hatcher advanced the runners, Rafael Ramirez
was intentionally walked to load
thebases.
Alex Trevino flied to shallow
center for the second out, but
Forsch followed with a double to
center-field that cleared the bases.
Elsewhere in the National
League it was Los Angeles 3,
Atlanta 0; San Diego 7,-San Francisco 4; New York 7, Pittsburgh 5;
St. Louis 6, Montreal 2; and in a
doubleheader, Chicago beat
Philadelphia 14-3 in the first game
and the Phillies came back to win
the nightcap, 4-3.
Dodgers 3, Braves 0 '
Orel Hershiser pitched a fourhitter and won his 19th game as
visiting Los Angeles beat Atlanta
to snap a three-game losing
streak.
Hersti1ser,-194, struck out eightand walked one en route to his
fourth shutout and fourth straight
complete game.
Alfredo Griffin singled with one
out in the first inning and Rick

Y11/1

SCOREBOARD

Major League Baseball...
(Cent'd from page 6)
Brewers 5, White Sox 2
Paul Molitor hit a leadoff home
run in the bottom of the first inning, sending Milwaukee over
Chicago.
Rookie Don August, 9-6, allowed
six hits and left the game after
Carlton Fisk's leadoff homer in
the ninth. Juan Nieves relieved for
his first career save.
A's 11, Rangers 4
Storm Davis won his 10th
straight game and Mark
McGwire, Jose Canseco and Dave
Henderson homered to lead a
15-hit attack for Oakland.
Oakland won for the eighth time
In its last 10 games and lowered its
magic number to 16. Any combination of A's victories and Minnesota Twins' defeats equalling 16
will give the A's the AL West title.
With their sixth consecutive
defeat, the Rangers were
mathematically eliminated from
the AL West race.
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Come by and talk with us
about tires—
-On Sale EVERYDAY!

..244616
...when you think

of pizza..:-

•

2 LARGE
'16' PIZZAS

*Centennial(Dunlop) All Weather Tires
*Atlas Tires Price - Odds -'N Ends
Open: Monday-Saturday 6:30-8:00

EXTRA CHEESE
plus 2 toppings of your choice on
each pun

WEST MAIN
CHEVRON

,atiuts.

•

61111 61•11.0111
,
111.111 4/0/ OM MID

ntral Shopping (1•nter
7,
•i

*Includes 5 qts.
1014140 premium oil
(all major brands in stock
Good Sept. 6th-9th

1'417 Main S
•

753-2593
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Investment
class offered
at MSU
Two five-week courses

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

•

designed
W hat kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, re"--I the to help persons interested in
forecast given for your birth sign
understanding the world of investments are scheduled on Monlot tit WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 7, 1988
day evenings at Murray State
University, beginning Sept. 26.
ARIES
exaggerate.
To meet from 7 to 9 p.m. in Room
(Mar. 21 to Apr 19)
SCORPIO
152
of the Business Building South.
Intuitive prompungs may be off (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
regarding career concerns. Better
Not everything you hear today will the non-credit classes are sponstick to logic, facts, and figures
be the truth. Be careful who you sored by the Center for Continuing
before making your move. A partner
confide in, especially where financial Fducation/ Academic Outreach.
is your best adviser and confidante
"Securities and Investing: Part
interests are concerned. Research
today.
I" is scheduled each Monday evenabilities are tops now.
TAURUS
SAGMARIUS
ing from Sept. 26 through Oct. 24
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Pit (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
and will include investment terGuard against daydreaming on the
You're in a sympathetic mood minology, the importance of inlob. Find a constructive outlet for
today, but you shouldn't become vesting for the future, pros and
that urge to do something creative. involved in another's financial probcons of mutual funds, reading
Advice you receive may be faulty. lems The accent is on friendships
financial
news and financial
Rely-on common-sense
WI
-group actlyttles-toffight.
planning.
GEMINI
CAPRICORN
"Securities and Investing: Part
(May 21 to June 20)
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
It's best to keep your feet on the , You may be on the wrong track II" Will meet from Oct. 31 through
ground regarding romance. Heart-to- 'regarding a career 'concern. Take Nov. 28. Scheduled topics will be an
heart talks will clarify your relationnothing for granted. Do further introduction to stocks, bonds and
ship with each other. A partner gives
research and be sure of your facts. A limited
partnerships, taxyou much encouragement.
private chat is helpful,
advantaged investments, retireCANCER
AQUARIUS
ment
planning, annuities,
(June 21 to July 22)
4 (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
speculative techniques and interWard off that tendency to put
Rumors and gossip are making the
preting financial statements.
things off. You may be unsure of your
rounds today. A sincere talk with a
Betty Boston, a certified finanfeelings in romance today. Judgment friend will clear up any misunderc_ial
planner and investment broker
is good about domestic anti family
standings between you. Group interwith Hilliard Lyons Inc. will be the
concerns.
ests are favored.
LEO
mom_ instructor for both courses. The fee
rig PISCES
July 23 to Aug. 22)
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
wilOt is ;20 for each course.
You may be easily distracted as the
Think twice before giving someone
Anyone who would like further
Jay begins. A situation with a co- a handout. Don't let anyone take information about the courses or
worker remains unclear. Don't
advantage of your good nature. who would like to register may visit
overdo partying. Utilize-your creative
Business discussions are quite proor call: Conferences and
talents.
ductive today.
VIRGO
IF BORN TODAY you have &I Workshops, Center for Continuing
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
analytical mentality and may be Education/Academic Outreach,
SEs
Though judgment is good when
drawn to intellectual pursuits and ROOM 305, Sparks Hall, Murray
shopping, you still, could spend too
scientific research. You have an State University, Murray, Ky.,
much now in the pursuit of pleasure. interest in society and its problems 42071, telephone (50) 762-4229.

A

A

In romance, you're both impressionable and vulnerable.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
You're not quite sure yet how to
handle a sensitive domestic 'matter.
Communicative skills are at a peak
today, but be leery of those who

and would _make a fine lawyer,
teacher, or counselor. Sometimes you
can make too- much of little things
and you would profit from a larger
vision. Writing may be a special
talent. Bitthdate of: Taylor Caldwell,
writer; Buddy Holly, rock-and-roll
star; and Grandma Moses, painter.

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

6
1, Ricky D Wilkins. as
of 9 6 88 am no longer
responsible for any
debts other than My

1998 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare is again
changing the Part-A
deductible and coPayments amounts
You will be required to
Pay even more of the
bill. In fact, if you go to
tne hospital. you or
your insurance will
have to pay the first
$540.00
before
Medicare
pays
anything. For tree information dal!'

$100
REWARD
offered for any information concerning the break-in of
an apartment at
1300 Payne (between St. Leo's &
White Hall).
Caff 753-56211 or
City Police Dept.

COMMING
SOON
GLORIA'S
SALON LOOK IN
FIT SYSTEM

INVEST IN YOUR
FIGURE- Obtain &
KEEP your structure
weight, firm and tighten
tissue at any age. Free
figure analysis. Murray
Hot Tubs & The Body
Designer, 115 S. 13th St.,
Mursay, KY 753-3492

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"Our Mb Year"

PUNCH EmbroideryLynda's Pretty Punch
Plus Shop on Highway
893, 2 miles west of
Hazel, has a back-toschool special on
thread. See us for all
your punch embroidery
supplies (including a
free pattern with each
visit) and for sweatshirts, long and short
sleeve, in S. M, L, XL,
XXL, and XXXL, starting at the low price of
only $4 Also have
children's sweatshirts.
(492-8580)
WE clean your rings,
free. We discount
jew3lry, every day. We
buy old gold. We sell for
less, we guarantee it.
Gold, diamonds and
Black Hills gold. If we
don't have what you
want we will get it for
you. Gold Nugget, 106
E. South Street,
Mayfield, Ky., Phone
502-247-6762.

GIFTS FOR ALL OCCASIONS. Decorated
sweatshirts, wall
hangings, folk art,
pillows, quilts and old
baby cradle. Open Sat.
146, Sun. 12-6. Located
on Hwy 121 South near
Cherry Corner.
GLASS Repair & Replacement work for
homes, autos and
businesses, window
glass, plate glass, insulated glass, tempered
safety glass, mirrors,
glass table tops, storm
windows and storm
doors repaired, patio
door glass and store
fronts. M&G Complete
Glass, Dixieland Center, 753-0180
GLIDDEN Latex wall
paint, 5 gal. can S29.99.
Get at Black's Decorating Center, 701 S. 4th
St., Murray.
GOING out of business
sale. John's Saving Center, 2206 Coldwater Rd.
All merchandise sale
priced. Cash sales only.
GOING out of business
sale. John's Saving
Center, 2206 Coldwater
Rd. All merchandise
sale priced. Cash sales
only.

Interested in helping

THE WET CAUSE?
Call the Committee for
A Progressive Murray

753-3315
Assured Confidentiality

Ti4EYIVE NEVER SEEN AWBON CARRY
FRENCH FRIES IN A PENCIL BOX BEFORE,51R

ARE THEY
TALKING ABOUT
ME, mARCIE

Do people
really
read
the
classifieds?
Yes. In
fact, you're
reading
them
right
no--!

,TRANSFER your 8MAA
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft.
reel, tape included.
Also, slides, negatives
and photographs. Free
pick-up and delivery.
Call Donna Darnell,
Video Production
Specialties 759-9246.

YOU'RE RIGHT.
WE'RE /30REP
AND STUPID
LOOKING

5. Lost and Found
LOST- Small black
poodle, blue collar, in
the "S. 415th St. vicinity.
753-4925 or 753-3658.
Reward.
LOST in the vicinity
south of Murray HighBlack cocker spaniel,
short cut, teal collar,
answers to "Tubbs"
753-8.452.
6. Help Wanted
A DM ISSIONS councelor, Educational Talent Search, Murray
Staie University, 1/2
time, $7,000. Position to
begin, October 1, 1988.
Bachelor's degree in
counceling or education
or a related area. 2-3 _
years post secondary
admissions experience
preferred. Interested
applicants should submit a resume and cover
letter by Septem r 16,
1988 to: Kathryn Pasco,
TRIO Programs.
Murray State Univers
ity, Murray, KY 42071
Murray State Univers
ity is an Affirmative
Action/Equal Oppor
tunity Employer.

ON THEIR PAIND6

WELL,WE'RE NIT
BORED ANYMORE

Headhunter hutwarming

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

C • US

it--1 HONOR OF YOUR
BIRTHDAY, THE MEN
HAVE PREPARED A
PARADE

HOW
NICE

pPECIAL
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World wt.% ••••,e,

36 Related on
mother's
side
38 Stitch
39 Food fish
41 Halt
43 Surfeits
45 Pope's scarf
48 Raises high
50 Traps
51 Nerve
network
52 Garden tool
54 Afternoon
parties
55 Paradise
56 Still
57 Anglo-Saxonslave

1 Ruth of
baseball
5 Hog
8 Stalk
12 Wolfhound
13 Collection
of fatts
14 Biblical
weed
15 Second of
two
17 Disdains
19 Chemical
compound
20 Detests
21 Great Lake
23 Fiber plant
24 Prohibit
26 Sailing
vessel
28 Corded cloth
31 Hypothetical
••
force
32 Exist
33 The two of us
34 Sorrow

1

2

3

1 Bundle
2 Word of
sorroh
3 Cake mix
4 Go in
5 Equality

4

5
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6 At home
7 Aeriform
fluid
8 European
ermine
9 Intractable
person
10 Sea eagle

11 Army meal
16 Goddess of
discord
18 Fragment
22 African
antelope
23 Bards
24 Nod
9
7
10 11
8
25 Fuse
27 Anglo-Saxon
14
money
29 Female sheep
17 18
30 Church
bench
20
35 Landed
property
38 Orient
37 Kind of
ill
collar
38 Extras
40 Actress
33
Ha-yes
42 Harangue
43 Withered
44 Discharged
slang
WIIIIill
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47 Actual being
Mil 49 Timid
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53 Faroe
Islands
whirlwind
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ASSEMBLERS Earn
money assembling
Musical Teddy Bears.
Materials supplied.
Write: Jo El Enterprises, P0, Box
2203, Kissimmee, FL
32742-2203.
DENTAL Hygenisf
needed in Paducah
office 4 days a Week.
Salary negotiable Send
resume to P.O. Box
1040 M. Murray. KY
42071.
rXPERIENCED pain
ter, commercial and
residential. 753-1382 or
753-0487 after 5p.m.
FULL-time position in
local doctors' office.
Responsibilities include
doing insurance, firing,
billing and receptionist.
Hours are Monday
Friday. 8a.m. 4:30p.m.
Send resume to: P.O.
Box 1010-14, Murray,
KY 42071.
HIRING! Governmenf
your area.
jobs
$15,000 $68,000 Call
(602) 838 8885 EXT 684
MANAGEMENT Wall
Street firm now hiring
Management Trainees.
(6 1 5) 269 7 4 4 8. D
Thomas.

Subby's
Now Hiring
Manager and manager
trainee with food service
experience

753-7827

Su bby's
a d.vision ot
LaKee Enterprises

d0000000,!Oho
Look!. .2-1'3 another
explorer

.4)

Help Wanted

Subs-N-Yogurt

By GARY LARSON

K106 ALL OVER T1-kE
V4ORLD ARE GETTING
oREV-JF_D, EATiNG CEREAL,
At 1-EADIT96 OUT THE_
DOOR voTi4 ONE QUE6TiCN

HEY, 1 i-IAVE
AN IDEA!

C

CLASSIFIEDS

MANAGE ft TRAINEE
for The Body Designer
at Murray Hot Tubs, 115
S. 13th St., 753-3492.
MATURE sales lady
needed for full time
ladies' retail sales.
Experience preferred.
Send resume to: 402
Main St., Murray, KY
42071.
E D I C..A
Technologist- T he
following positions -taour laboratory are
available: 1) medical
technologist in microbiology; 2) medical
technologist 11-7.
Please call or send
resume to: Gene Klaus,
Lab Manager, Community Hospital, 206 W.
South St., Mayfield, KY
42066. (502) 247-5211
Ext. 174.

rs)
Arbtis
NOW HIRING
for Day Shifts
Apply between
2-4 p.m
NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE!
NEED a job. 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: (1)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21 We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky.
Private Industry
.Countil- JTPA. Call
J.T.P.A. Out Of Schaal
753-9378 between 8:3012:005 days a week.
NEED an experienced
cosmetologist with
following for booth rental. Reasonable rate.
Send resume only to:
Headlines, Dixieland
Shopping Center,
Murray, KY 42071.
POSITION open for
cooks, day and night
shifts. Apply in person:
Homeplace Restaurant,
1906 Coldwater Rd
P N or LPN needed for
the 11 7 shift with every
weekend off. Please
apply in person at
Heritage Manor, 4th
and Indiana, Mayfield,
Ky. or call 2/7 0290. "A
Hillhaven facility."
EOE

Accepting
Applications For
Nurses Aides
For All Shifts.
Flexible working hours
and beginning salary
at $3 50 rJer hour Full
scholarships
are
awarded annually to
CMA school and LPN
school for those
employees interested
in a career in long term
care
Apply at
Weistviins Nursing
Home
1401 S. 16th St.
Murray
FOE MT
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10. Business Opportunity

rat
-7
ng
ears
led
En
Box
FL

Westview
Nursing Home
Dietary Aid
AM shift, 30 or
more hours a week
Above
minimum
wage to start, plus
incentive programs
and advancement
opportunities

Aziti
Send
Box
KY

753-1304
E.O.E. M/F

pain and
2 or

9. Situation Wanted
CHRISTIAN lady w117
clean houses and .do

FrTri

f ice.
:lude
fling,
mist.
day -

plumbing. References
available. 492-8899 after
5P.M.
GENERAL house and office cleaning, also win
dow washer and floor
Striping. Years of experience. Fast dependable and honest. Re•
ferences supplied Call
7591578.

p.m.

P.O.
ray,

Te7if
ea
Cali

.84
win

I will keep and care for
a lady or man and wife
in my home in Hazel.
Experience, good re
ferences. 492-8510.
RESPONSIBLE Christian mother living in
town would like to
babysit in my home
References available.
753-8212 after 5p.m.
WILL do housework
753-7322.

iring
lees

10. Business Opportunity

Local Auto
Parts
Business
For Sale

rt

Inventory includes late
model part numbers &
well-balanced stockincluding paint

gner
, 115

Buy or lease building.

"FUT!
ime
les.
red.
402
KY

Write P.O. Box 7239,
Paducah or
Call 502-442-8201.

r7r
The
_

are
lical
icroical
1 7.
Jend
lauS,
omS W.
KY
5211

STEEL Building Dealership with Major
Manufacturer-351es &
Engineering Support.
--Starter ads -furnished.
Some areas taken. Call
(303) 759-3200 Ext 2401.

620,000 Plus
Per Year,
Soles people and tour
needed
for
guides
on
EAGLE'S
REST
beautiful Kentucky Lake.
Must hero cor with air
conditioning. Work Friday, Saturday, Sunday
and Monday.
GUARANTEED SALARY
PLUS COMMISSION. Experience not necessary.
Call (615)2324031
Ask for Allik• or Tony

BUSINESS
FOR SALE
Gift Shop in
Resort Area

Established
40 Years'

LAWN mowing busi
ness Equipment and
customers Excellent
income 753-8083.

11. Instruction
INSTRUC TiON
1114,44
eel, LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR -TRAILER
•ice aponmc•

5

nisia41,
I DOT Gellicallion

•NI orpm-iiim
ironing
•niaraionni Cnin
•Fineman Ail
noilsOla

ALLIANCE
MACTOOTIRAILEPI
TISKINNO mom
LENNON,TN
Ca Ton Fin

1 800 334-1203

TRAVEL AGENT
TOUR GUIDE
AIRLINE RESERVATiON1ST
Start locally. full lime part
time. Train on live airline computers Home study and re/orient training. Financial aid
available. Job placement
assistance. National Hdqutrs.
Pompano Bch., FL.
A.C.T. TRAVEL SCHOOL
1-800-327-7728
Accredited member NHSC

tE a tractor trailer
driver or heavy equipment operator. Men and
women start today on a
new high paying career.
No experience necessary or need to quit job
to start training.
Financial aid available.
Job placement assist a nc e
Correspondence/resident
.
training. Superior
Training Services, call
1-800-527-9502 for interview in your area. Ask
for free career booklet.
Headquarters:
Phoenix, Az Call
anytime!

• 15

Articles tor Sale
24. Miscellaneous
1983 J
70 tractor
4WO, tractor tires, front PUSH, pull, or drag in
weights, 3 cyl. diesel your old pushmower &
with 180 hours, model 54 get $50 off on a new
Toro. Keith's Lawn &
(4 1/2) bush hog, 5' hay
forks, 150 gallon fuel Tractor Center, Industrial Rd. Call. 759tank with stand. $5,500
Also 2 Fisher wood 9831.
stoves and Kitchen Ald USED mowers for safe,
portable dishwasher, Gilson 16 hp , John
Deere 8 hp., Sears Ilhp.
like new. Call after
Keith's Lawn & Tractor
5p.m., 753-3076.
1 HP WOOD splitter, Center, Industrial Rd
yard gym, scooter, 759-9831
753-9351.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
COMPLETE Bridal
Party Attire- Wedding 1 4 x 6 5, 1984 HOU5r
gown and headpiece trailer, 2 bedrooms, 2
with veil, size 7, can- baths. Nice location,
dlelight with cathedral close to college.
•
train (Org. 1100). Two 753-4437.
mauve bridesmaids' 14x65 EAGLE mobile
dresses, sizes 5 and 7. home, 2 bedroom, 2
Three silk bouquets. -balk Call- 435-4595 after
Total price $450. 4341,- SP-m•
5371.
14x70 MOBILE home.
Need to sell or need
kING wood stove with
board and flue, com- someone to take over
plete $100. Lane recli- payments. 753-7530
ner, $50. Odd chair $20. 1971 12x60, 2 Bedrooms,
Old iron headboard, $10. stove and refrigerator,
Phone 436-2689.
$4,000. 753-8311 or 753SUN CapsLO, 700 hours 2259.
on bulbs. 753.0882 ask 1972 MOBILE home, 1
for Tina. After 5p.m. bedroom, 1 1/2 bath,
759-1345.
very good condition.
TOSHIBA BD-3301 desk Gas heat and central
top copier. Like new. air. $3,800 or best offer.
753-4339.
436-2635.
1983 14x65 MOUNTAIN
Brook, 2 bedroom, 1
16. Home Furnishings
bath with front deck. 8'
2 BUILT -in, white ceilings, storm winovens, 24x27 1/2. dows,: northern insulaPriced $25 each. 753- tion, central air, un3812 between 9a.m. and derpinning and ap4p.m. Fil- st United pliances. $12,500. Call
after 513.m. 753-4346.
Methodist Church.
7 PIECE early 1986 MOBILE home American-style dinette 28x65, 3 bedroom, 2 1/2
bath, yellow vinyl sidset. 753-6219 after 4p.m.
'RIG sectional couch, ing, must move. Must
brown and beige, like sell! 7 53-3 1 53
new, 1400. Family room 9a.m.-5p.m,, 436-2582
furniture couch, chair after 5p.m.
brown, coffee table, 2 1988 CLAYTON, 3 bedend tables, 2 lamps, room, 2 full baths,
$300. Riding mower utility, ail' electric.
with grass catcher, 2 Phone days 753-0411,
after 5p.m. 436-5874.
year old, 11 HP, $900.
REST COMFORTA- 74x65 DOUBLE wide, 1
BLY in this beautiful bedroom, 2 bath,
couch and chair set. $18,500. 12x60 2 bedExcellent condition. room, 1 bath, $1,500.
Reasonably priced- only 436-2332 before 2:30p.m.
$100! Call 753-5904 or Anytime on weekends.
753-3895 after Sp.m,

*tart locally full ttdla part
Um* Trala on II. airline nom
pule. Home raydy and rdtrdent
Warning rinannieJ aId aradabla
lob planarnent uaratance Ia
'Sonar 144q10• Pompano Sich

FL
..
040
i...thin•
shblinomom ncroun

1-800-327-7728
THE H 4RT SCHOOL

17. Vacuum

KIRBY ,Hermit a ge 2
vacuum cleaner and
shampooer, $350 - 33°087 after 5p.m.
20. Sports

•

22. Musical

RECENTLY

13. For Sale or Trade
1 969 CAMARO, musf
see, $2,950. 16 1/2'
Astroglass, 60 HP
Johnson outboard, $2,
250. 16' AMF Crestliner,
walk-through windshield, 85 HP Mercury
motor, $1,150 or trade
for 4x4 -4-wheeler. 4742768 after 5p.m Ask for
John or Beth.

retired to
this area. Closed music
store. Have brand new
Jasper American and
Kimball pianos and
organs for sale at
drastically reduced
prices. EZ play organs,
consoles, spinet and 1
petite bab,y grand
piano. Call for appointment 362-4077; 362-4170.
24. Miscellaneous

FIREWOOD for sale.
Buy
437-4667.
MJ Enterprises,
FIREWOOD
for Sale.
metals,
of
scrap
buyer
top prices paid. (502) Tree removal and
382-2883 or (901) complete lawn service.
Free estimate. 436-2758.
364-3367.
SaJe- Used stoves,
refrigerators, dishwashers, lawn mowers
and lots more. Come by
and see. Bellew's Used
Merchandise and Small
Engine Repair, 800 S.
4th.
753-1682
Sharp
FOR sale
Monday thru Saturday 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
copiers and fax
Southside Shopping Center
machines. Demo units
also available. Call
1-800-248.4319.
Jody Gardner
FURNISFrED apartis now
ment free for. middleage woman or girl who
associated with
will help with
Kut 'N Kurl
housework. Extra pay
Beauty Shoppe
for extra work. East of
Almo. Also for sale- 2
wood stoves with
Reg. $30.00
jackets, $75 each; gas
heater, $200. 759'9550.
Reg. $7.00
FOR sale: Maple dining
table with 2 leaves, just
Reg, $7.50
refinished. Days 753
1953, nights 753-0870.
Offer good thru Sept. 31, 1988 with Jody only.
DO Carts, go carts, go
carts. 5, hp. single &
double seat. Keith's
Lawn & Tractor Center,
Industrial Rd. Call 7599831.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
If you need any form of life inbuildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
surance, IRA, major medical, medicare
Acree Portable
supplement or nursing home inBuildings, Mayfield,
Ky. 502-247.7831.
surance just give us a call.
POST Frame Building
'
We will check with several com- 24'x32'x9' Eave; One
walk door; 10x8 End
panies to give you the best possible
slider; Completely
14. Want to

Owner Retiring
(901)642-7625
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Equipment

BUSINtSSES- Caps,
jackets, T-shirts, golf
shirts for employees
and advertisement. Can
be embroidered or
printed. Faye's, 514
Main St., 753-7743.

UHoroaard Ira*
0.1•1•••
C T

Cleaners

WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!

rate and benefits and deliver the information to you at your home. If you
decide to buy a policy from us, we also
give you free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but when
you need service, all you have to do is
call.

Jerry McConnell
Insurance.
753-4199

MOBILE HOME
- REPAIR Intertor & Exterior
Door, Windows
T-Loc Vinyl Skirting,
leveling, floors repared
Roots Koot Seated
Best Prices duality results"
RV & Campos. Repair
"Factory Experience
Building & servicing
. Mobile Homes."
*PHONE(502492-8488*
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air conditioned. Shady Oaks
753-5209.
29. Heating and Cooling
HUTCH model wood
stove with glass doors,
burns up to 24" logs.
Bought new last winter,
$200. 753-2330
30. Business Rentals
)OR 4 car shop for rent.
753-9386 or 753-4509.
32. Apts for

Rent

1 BEDROOM furnished
apartment. Lease and
deposit, no pets. 7539208 after 4p.m.
7 BEDROOM apart-,
ment, reasonable. Call
7 5 3 - 5 5 3 6 .
MUR•Cal apts. Northwood Dr, 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
NOW taking ap
plications on site for
Section 8 rent sub•
,isidized apartments, 1
bedroom, Southside
Manor Apartments,
9-11A.M. and 12-2P.M.,
Monday through friday.
753-8221. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
TAXING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
BR. Apply Hilldale
Apts., Hardin, Ky.
Equal Housing
Opportunity.
34

Houses for

PAGES

Mirrray Ledger & Times

*Four Star*
TRAIN
---TO RE A
PROFESSIONAL
•SECRETARY
*SEC./ RECEPTIONIST
'EXECUTIVE
SECRETARY

8, 19118

Rent

) BEDROOM, Pine
Bluff Shores, $250 a
month plus deposit. 3
Bedroom, N. .4th St.,
$300 a month plus
deposit 753•9386- or 7534509.
BEDROOMS, living
room, kitchen, bath.
North side Kentucky
1828 1 5 miles west of
Midway. Available Oc
tober 1, 1988. Retirees
preferredk 812 753-3461.
TWO bedrooms, un
furnished, wood stove
erectedL Choice of col- or electric ,heat, 8 miles
ors; $4,095.00 (other SE of Murray.-Married
sizes available). Call couples only. Re
Blitz Builders Inc., ferences. Deposit. 492
Huntingburg, In. 1-800- 8594
428-4009.
Rent or Lease
WATER healers, elec- 36 For
tric, 40 gallon, double RENT to Own a i4eavy
heating elements, 5 Duty Washer and
years, glass lined tank, Dryer, $18 per week
$119.99. Wallin Hard- -Call Movie World at
ware, Downtown Paris, 753-4663.
Tn
WE service all brands 37 Livestock-Supplies
of lawn mowers & chain tIMEPITAL an
saws We also have Simbrah bulls. Perparts for Murray lawn formance & semen
mowers. Keith's Lawn tested Excellent qual& Tractor, Industrial ity $630 & u0 Cadiz,
Ky 572-8794.
Rd. Call 759-9831

Pets Supplies

38

ARC Cocker SpanleI
and Australian terrier
pups. CFA Persian
male kitten
AKC
Springer Spaniel
breeding stock
09-2246.'
BLUE heeler puppies,
born July 23, $40 436
2535.
DOBERMAN puppies,
$75. 247.0839
MALE Siamese cat for
sale, 6 months old. Also
a black Persian male
cat, 5 months old
753 - 5334, leave
message.
SHELTIES, (Toy Collies), Lassie Color, 354
8211.

40

Produce

APPLES. 489 2 4 6 7,
Tucker Orchards,
Murray Landfill Road.
APPLES: Gold and Red
Delicious, Winesaps,
Ultra Gold, Rome
Beauty and, Mutsu.
753Damson Plums.
4725. McKenzie
Orchards.
41. Public Sales

3 Party
Garage Sale
Fri & Sat
Sept. 9th & 10th
Hain or Shine
Pipe collection dolls, old
post cards, costume iewelry.
Aunt Jemtma and Durn-Bo
cookie jars. chest of
drawers clothes, glassware
lots ot 25-50,items
506 Blair St.
(Off Sycamore)

. Real Estate
125 ACRE farm southeast' of Murray. Ap
proximately $15,000 in
marketable timber,
creeks, crop_land, good
bullding sites, good deer
hunting. Priced under
$275 per acre. New
Bower Real Estate,
P.O. Box 656, Murray,
Ky.,(502) 753-7531;
-kENTOCKY - Lake lot,
_1/x40 mohite Acme,
septic, well, lot goes to
survey line. $16,500.
442-1770 or 442.3632.
kOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality - homes, all
prices. 753-1222, toll free
1-800-251 HOME Ext.
711L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buying & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
LOT for sale- single
f a roily dwelling. restricted, loins
Gatesborough, water,
sewer and gas. 753-5541.

46

Homes for

Sale

MUST WTI Must sell! 1
bedroom home with
walk out basement and
storage building. New
Concord area. $10,000.
Call weekdays
9a.m Sp m. 753-1412.

wrn-lint-7111R-h-17ou .

7 large rooms plus
utility, bath and storage
rooms. Fireplace, wail
to wall carpetiag.
Large lot with trees,
garden, storage buildrig, garage. Near
Murray. $48,900. 7537551.
laram

BY OWNER.
Benton (Merrywood)
bright,. sunny-1_ yrold
brick,
3
bedroom, 2 bath,
livingroom, family,
laundry rm., freezer
rm., oversized 2 car
with
garage
workshop
area,
25x69
floored
upstairs ready to be
finished, very low
utility bills on approx. 1 acre, landscaped. Owner leaving state. Low 80's.

527-0159

4 9.

V) PONT 4 door seitgri
$2,100 753-7148 or 753
5910 after 4p m
GOVERNMENT Seized
Vehicles from $100
Fords Merceres Cot'
vettes Chevys Surplus
Buyers Guide 1 805 6117
6000 Ext S-8155.
GOVEIINMENT
SEIZED Vehicles from
$100. Fords. Mercedes.
Corvettes Chevys.
Surplus. Buyers Guide.
(1) 805 687 6000 Ext.
S 8155.
RED 1987 Escort GT, I
speed, AM/FM stereo
and tape, PS, PB, 13,000
miles, sharp. 753.5216
50

Used

Trucks

1976 FORD Window
Van, AT, PS, air, PB,
AM/FM tape, tinted
windows, double rear
seats, two tone blue,
excellent mechanical
condition, some body
rust. $2,750, 436-5610.
1985 NISSAN King Cab,
4x4, ST stereo, power
windows, locks, tilt, leer
topper, 58,xxx. 753-1701.
FREE BEDLINER
through '• Sept. 13 with
purchase of new Ford
Ranger or F Series light
truck. $245 value. Parker Ford LincolnMercury, 701 Main
Street.

Now it's

47.Motorcycles
1982 HONDA CB 750,
custom new exhaust,
new back tire, 16,000
miles. $1,000. firm. 4365519
1987 HONDA 250R, 4
Trax, like new, never
abused, must sell. 7594166.
1987 YAMAHA 350
Warrior with spider
track tites, excellent
condition, used 2
months. $1,900 Call
759-1822 after 3:30p.m.
BORDERS Cycle and
ATV Center, Used
ATVs, parts, service,
accessories and tires.
200 North Main, Benton,
Ky. 5432-527-1680.

Used Cars

53. Services Offered
GENERAL Repair Plumbing, roofing, yard
work, tree work Wood,
$25 a rick. Call 436 2642
or 492-8433.
GUTTERING by Sears
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate
HAMILTON Cultured
marble and tile 643 Old
Benton Rd. 753-9400
HOME Sew;r r771
ruffled curtains,
pillows, shams, dust
ruffle. 436 2134. Free
estimates.
INSULATION blown in
by Sears. TVA approved, Save On those
high heating and cool
ing bills. Call Sears
753-2310 for free
estimate.
'DUNCAN'S landscap
ing and lawn service
provided for the Murray
area
For free es
ti mates phone 753-3266.
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
For all
your carpet & upholst
ery cleaning For a free
estimate call 753-5827.
Satisfied references.
LICENSED Elect,ri
c i an, Doug Jones Electric. Residential wiring
and electrical and electric motor repairs. No
rewinding
Call
759-4751.

Taylor
Dan
Free -800-3 5-3229
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Coes;Ix. of
PifiS, TN
New & Used
GM Execuilves.&
Program Vehicles

Call'Us' On
The Carpet's
For Sorrico Tiro lioneCoenie Way
•Sate Order System
•Cloans Deep Man Fast
•Insured a Umlonoort
•C oortrtom Prompl
• Catpar Protector
•Odor Cootrol Trost...HI
•*..O,, I smarm m yowl
Immo or orfoce
•ra• Prong Ma Ottrn %Vara,

901-642-3900
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
5 1

Campers

Who
Send Into Your Horne!"

"Were Very Careful

AIRSTREAM Travel
Trailers, pre owned.
Charles Cochran,
753-0114.

•
4-9'
-Used
Cars
----

We

Lee's
Carpet
Cleaning

53. Services Offered

*Four Star*
Treated
Decks & Porches
4x6-25" rails $200
6x10-25" rails $310
10x16-25" rails S620
Prices inCkala steps
lattice We have "
nesigns anti Mese awalable
References 8 photoc

*CALL (502)102-6488*
LICENSED electrician,
residential and corn_merciaL._ A. condition
ing. Sales and service
Gas installation and
repair for natural and
LP Fred's Repair 753
7203
L&L Roofing & General
Repair. Also, gutter rep
air and painting. Free
estimates. 10% discount
for Senior citizens. 474
8057.
L&L Roofing & General
Repair. Also, gutter
repair and painting.
Free estimates. 10%
discount for Senior
citizens. 474-8057.
MAX W. Parker,
Attorney at Law. Former County Attorney;
former District Judge.
Office, 104 N. 4th St.,
_Murray, 753 3153;
Home, 753-7900.
MITCHELL Paving Driveways, parking
lots, seal coating and
striping. Also,
limestone, gravel, top
soil and grading. Phone
753-1537
MOBILE home specia
list for all your mobile
home repairs. 759-4850.
NEW business in town.
Plumbing and carpenter work, odd jobs No
jobs are to big or to
small. 10 years experience 753-2887 or
753-8568.
PLUMBING repairman
with same day service
Call 759-4850.
QUALITY construction
repairs and alterations.
Free estimates. Call G
& A 436-2617.•RDCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,'
concrete. Free estimates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.
SEWING machine repair. All makes and
models, home and industry. -Call Kenfieth
Barnhill, 753-2•674,
Stella, Ky., Hwy. 121,N.

52. Boats -Motors
1963 DODGE 440 hard 15' ASTRO wits_ „John- t
top, 2 door, push button son 40 HP, $700. 753-7148
753-5827
trans, slant 6, 74,000 or 753-5910 after 4p.m.
•Resrdootral •Cohiminon
actual miles. Bought 1981 35HP Johnson
1•0411,
1,4404,44
new in Murray. Have electric start motor
,1411". .01o. •••• 4 'SI SRI aro 4144 Oft
original papers. Easy carpeted fishing boat,
RifffiliffiffilliffittaRkEfft&
t
restoration. $1,000 or drive on trailer, batbest offer. 901-247-5525.
teries, gas tanks,- troll- SHEETROCK finishing,
1970 PLYMOUTH ing motor, depth finder. new or repair. 436-2811
Barracuda, 1st year Like new, $2,500. 759- SUREWAY
Tree
'edition of the E -body 1965.
Service- Topping, prundesign, kept garaged, MARINE batteries, 24
ing, tree removal. Aeall original, $2000 obo. series, 85 amp, S29.99. 27
rial bucket truck. Fully
901-782-3315, Puryear.
series, 105 amp, $39.99. insured for your prot1976 FORD Grenada, Wallin Hardware, ection: Stump removal
looks rough, runs good. Downtown Paris.
with no lawn damage.
$400. 753-8221 before SAILBOAT- 23' Ven- Free
estimates. NO
9p.m.
ture, trailer, 9_9HP
Carpet artiL,
-1978 280 Z, white, motor, alcohol stove THWEATT'S
AlternaUpholstery
automatic, sun roof, and more. $4,950. 1,901- tor,
Generator • and
Cleaning
new tires and brakes, 642 9078.
Starter Service, Old
runs and looks good.
Steam & Vacuum
Hwy.
641,
Almo.
POAsking $2,200 or make 53. Services Offered
45. Farms for Sale
Ws and repairs, farm,
System
offer. 489-2633.
Al TREE Service and industrial and marine.
79 SURVEYED wooded
Spacial!
CHEVROLET
1978
stump removal. Your 753-8742.
acres near Ky. Lake,
Three Rooms & HaH
short wheel base van; professional tree Sergood ,,ciad frontage,
$1,250. Call after 4p.m. vice. All types, remo- WET BASEMENT? We
$39.95
very reasonable price,
make wet basements
753-6834.
- yal, topping, feeding. dry. Work completely
1315 Olive Blvd_
$24,000. Phone Kop1979 MUSTANG 3M, Free estimates. 50'
Gil Sewell
753-3727
perud Realty, 753-1222.
guaranteed. Call or
Recardo seats, Pioneer bucket truck and chip1 5 years experience
write Morgan Constereo, aluminum per. Call 753-0906.
46 Homes for Sale
wheels, new tires, fac- ACE Lawn Services: struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky.
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath, tory sun roof,
+ Mowing, Landscaping,
55 Feed and Seed
brick house and 31 1/2 $3,000. 759-1835.
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
any
type
of
yard
work.
acres of land, 4 miles
WI-CITE rock, sand,- RYE seed and fescue
1980 BUICK La Sabre, 4 'Call 492-8650.
out on 280, 1/8 mile
rip-rap, dirt, mulch, S eed
Phone
door. 436-2837.
Forest Rd. 436-5318.
bank, wash, slabs, 901 -247-3333.
1980 CAMARO, PS, PB,
1 BEDROOM house in
sawdust
and
cleanup.
Septic Tanks
very nice neighborhood. air, nice car. $2,000.
Will haul anything. or 753-6401
759-1743 after .5p.m.
Pumped
Perfect for retirees
753-0467.
,..-Sewer lines cleaned
Lots of extras. Priced to 1 982 OLDS,MOBILE
WILL do roofing,
stationwagon Delta 88,
--Grease Traps
sell. 753-3358 after 3p.m.
plumbing, painting, &
air,
power
steering
and
pumped
1 BEDROOM brick, 1
yard work. Call
Portable toilet
brakes.
$1,200:
753
3297.
bath, large lot with fruit
rentals
1983
CUTLASS
Supreme
trees. Nice location in
Y
753
A-4370.
RD landscaping.
,-Office trailer rental
City limits, south side of Oldsmobile, A/C, PS,
Leveling driveways and
& sales
PB.
Very
clean,
1
town. $42,500. 753-8445
bushhogging. 436 5430
owner, $2,300 (901)
for appointment.
or 753-0659.
584
7940.
1 BEDROOM home in
Mobile John &
Stella, for sale by 1983 HONDA Civic,
loaded, 4 door, low
Septic Service
owner. 753-1588.
**1
1
8 YEAR old, 2 bedroom, mileage. $3,500. 759-1893
527 9945
after
5p.m.
or
7594701.
753
frame house, 10 miles
1 800 592 3308
5940
south of Mayfield, 20 1985 CHEVROLET
after
Cavalier.
753-2212
miles west of Murray 1
Custom Kitchen
APPLIANCE SER5p.rn.
3/10 acres lot. Terms VICE. Kenmore
Cabinets
10% down and owner will 1986 DODGE 6000, 4 door,
Westinghouse
finance or help finance, black, A/C, auto. $5100.
All Types Of
Whirlpool. 28 years
$19,000. 527.1158 for 759 9213.
experience.
Parts
and
Custom Woodworking
1986 FORD Escort L, 2
more information.
service. Bobby Hopper,
BR I CK duplex, two door, hatchback, blue,
436
5848.
753
4872
or
miles east of Murray. 2 (loaded), 14,000 miles
bedrooms each side. (nose protector incl.). BACK hoe service,
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
clearing, grading,
Baseboard electric $6,000 Firm. 759-4517.
Drop by & see our showroom
heat, window air. $35, 1986 PONTIAC Grand gravel hauling (red and t
409 SUNBURY
MURRAY - 41www Bunn/ broad]
Am SE, white, 4 door, white rock), install
000. 753-1566 after 5p.m.
water lines and septic *ha**********************
FARMINGTON 2-story every available option,
4
systems. 436•2388.
Victorian with ginger- new XP 2000 H Per
in
my
CHILD
care
formance
tires,
43,000
bread and iron fence.
List home Nursery school
Well maintained, 2-4 miles, local car
bedrooms, den, dining $16,900. $10,000. Only type atomosphere. $1
and living room, gar-- serious inquiries please. per hour. 753 5642
age, new roof on ap- 7531767 between 10a.m. CONCRETE work,
proximately 1 acre. and 6p.m., 753 2339 after driveways, patios, etc.
6p.m.
Call Joe Chan bees,
345-2159.
247 7294.
FAMILY Lawn Care
Specialize in lawn
'Affordable
'Practical *Attractive
mowing including
SINCE 1938
shrubpery and hedges
CONCRETE-ON-TIME"
"QUALITY
Servicing city and
At 2 Murray Locations
county. Lower rates for
Hwy 641 North
1916 Coldwater Rd
Senior Citizens_ Call
. now and register with a
489-2663
to Serve the
-dependable Lawn Setvice. 753 3534 or'
753 3455.
PENCE sales at Sears
--;how. Call Sears 753 23)0
for free estimate for
On Johnny Robertson Rd.
your needs.
FOR most any type
Improved Lots
driveway white rock
•100's200' Aprox Sizes *City Gas
also, any type gravel,
dirt and sand call Roger
oCity Water
*Streets
.CONCRETE BLOCKS • CEMENT 'SAND
Hudson, 753 4545 or
'City Sewer
*Starting At '8900
*GRAVEL *CRUSHED STONE
753 6763
*MASONRY CEMENT 'LANDSCAPING PEA-GRAVEL
FRANK Hill Mobile
Call Toll Free for Further Info &
Home Services. 19
Discount for Phase II
years experience in
factory, set-ups and
_rebuilding mobile
753-3365
C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray
•-•••••dor •
homes 507-437-4887.

14---

GUYS

WHEAT straw.

Read the

want ads

Lane's

daily

•

3

BETTER BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
Now On Display

NOW OPEN

Murray 8 Calloway Co. Area

Woodgate Estates

_

1-800-225-3167

FEDERAL MATERIALS CO.

*It
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OBITUARIES
Curtis R. Palmer
Curtis R Palmer,80, Rt. 2, Murray. died Monday at 3:30 p.m. at
his home. —
He was retired city mail carrier and a veteran of World War
II. He was a member of American
'Legion Post No. 73, Disabled
American Veterans and Kentucky'
Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal
Employees.
Born Feb. 15, 1908, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Alfred Edward Palmer and Alta
James Palmer. One brother, Kenneth Palmer, died June 30, 1978.

•

Survivors include one sister,
Miss Christelle Palmer, Rt. 2.
Murray; three brothers, Lowell
Palmer and Hugh Palmer, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, and Raymond Palmer,
Rt. 2, Murray; several nieces and
nephews
Graveside services will be
Wednesday at 3-30 p.m: at
Mausoleum at Murray City
Cemetery. The Rev Dan Leslie
will officiate.
- Friends may call after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday) at Blalock Coleman Funeral Home.

Norman Burnette McKenzie
Final rites for Norman Eturnette
McicenZe were -MOnday- at 2 p.m.
at First Presbyterian Church, Holly Springs, Miss.,.where he was an
elder.
Burial was in Hillcrest
Cemetery, Holly Springs.
Mr. McKenzie, 78, a retired
educator and farmer, died Saturday at his home.
He was superintendent of Holly
Springs City School District from
1948-1966, president of
Chamberlain-Hunt Academy in
Port Gibson, Miss., from 1966-1975
and .served with Mississippi
Education Association from
1965-66.
A native of Jackson, Tenn., he
was a 1936 graduate of Murray
State College, Murray, Ky. He
received his master's degree from
Peabody College and did graduate
work at the University of Texas.,

He was also an all-conference
center and linebacker in football
at Murray State and was a charter
member of the Mutray State
Athletic Hall of Fame.
He is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Kay Kight, Byhalia, Miss..
and Mrs. Alice Aufdenbeg,
Sikeston, Mo.; two sons, Norman
B. McKenzie Jr., Walnut Grove,
Miss., and Danny McKenzie, Clinton, Miss.
Also surviving are three sisters,
Mrs. William Etheridge,
Bessemer, Ala., Mrs. J.B. C,oppedge, Clanton, Ala., and Mrs.
Louis Kyzar, Birmingham, Ala.;
three brothers, Dr. J.A. McKenzie, Coral Gables, Fla., Maxwell
McKenzie, Jackson, Tenn., and
Dan McKenzie, Mobile, Ala.; 10
grandchildren; three greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Matre Lee Dodd
The funeral _for Mrs. Matre Lee
'Dodd is today at 2:30 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians, Paris, Tenn. Burial will
follow in Bethel Cemetery.
Mrs. Dodd, 70, Buchanan,
-Tenn., was killed Saturday morning in a one-vehicle accident in
southeast Georgia, authorities
said. A passenger, Kelly Denise
Mitchell, 21, also of Buchanan,
was injured and was taken to
Candler County Hospital.
The accident occurred at 7:10 a.m.- on Interstate 16 about four miles west of Metter, Ga.
Mrs. Dodd, a former employee
of Wood Street Market, Paris,*as
driving east when her pickup left

the road, overturned several times
and came to rest on its top, according to a report by Trooper G.T.
Jackson of the Georgia State
Patrol. Neither wore a seatbelt,
according to the report.
The widow of Albert Dodd, she

was a member of Blood River
Church of Christ in Calloway
County.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Lonnie Faye Mitchell,

Services for Mrs. Mary Ruth
Bell will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. Henry Hargis and
John Dale will officiate. Jerry.
Bolls will direct the song service.
Pallbearers will be Bobby Dunn,
Roger Oliver, Rey Boswell, Ronrue Davis, Jackie Thorn, Arvis

Mrs. Maude
Jeratte Marr

Hog market
Federal-Maar Martel %rte. servile Seplerniter IL
1111111 Kentucky Purchase %ma Hog Market Report
Includes 5 Buy tag Mations Receipta Act 4133. Eat.
$30 Barrows 111 Gifts 1.511 2.00 lower. Saws 'wider
NA lbs. 1.00 lower over 500 lb.. 1 2.00 Weber.
US 1.2 200-230 lb.
S41.110 41 50
US 1-2 200-220 !be
$30.110-41.00
l'S 23 M MO lb..
4441.30-41.00
IIA 3-4 250 270 lb.
110.311140.30
Sows
US 1 2 210 350 lb.
328.414.2111.141
VS 1.3 $00430 lb.
121.11020.111
I'M 1.3 4110 530 lb,
321.110-20-110
IN 1.3 SOO and up
$
33.110 few 33.50
L'S 2-3 300 51111
21313.110-20.40'
Boars 12.1.4111 tv no

Community...
(Cont'd from page 4)

Thursday,Sept.8
Group IV of Christian Women's
Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet at 12 noor in
Fellowship Hall of church.

Thomas Lee Mustain and Mary
Collins Mustain.
Mrs. Marr was a member of
Maplewood Baptist Church, Paris.
Survivors are one—daughter.
Mrs. Elizabeth Azwell Herndon,
Hazel; one sister, Mrs. Gertie
Coursey, Paris; six grand

children; nine greatgrandchildren; two great-greatgrandchildren.
, Services will be Thursday at 11
a.m. in LeDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn. The Rev.
Lynn King will officiate.
Burial will follow in Maplewood
Cemetery, Paris.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. Wednesday.

418144+44

le a.m.
Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Read
Jerrico
Smart
Kroger
JCPenney
Penwalt
Pillsbury
Quaker Oats
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
1_ .S.Tobacce
Wal-Mart
C.E.F. Yield

14 /
1:
5
;
317
12
31 414
+
...
1:
4/41A
:
A8 4
34% unc
45% +%
38% +%
31%

..-..

W
M 4 .1,4-S
og% + 1/4
32 -%
38% +%
741

BETTY BOSTON

414 MAIN STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
753-336o

PAT GOSSUM

W.A.T.C.H.
Charity
Golf Tournament
•• • Sponsored by •••

OAKS COUNTRY CLUB
When.
Where:
Who:
Hovy,

Cost
Win:

Darcy's
(Next to Roy's

Saturday, September 170,
Shotgun start at 9 a.m.
Oaks Country Club
4-peason Scramble Teams
Call Charlie Hargrove or
Danny Woods at Oaks
Country club — 753-6454
Onty_115.0Qver person
Carts extra
Two round-trip airline tickets-for anywhere in the
continental USA.

Airline tickets compliments of d.tA
American Airlines

5 p.m. to 8 p.m.

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY*:

and

Sign up NOW!

All players have equal chance to win it

arrnacy

Olympic Plaza

••• All proceeds go to W.A.T.C.H.•••

753-0900

C.Vork Activities Training Center for the Handicapped)

Buchanan; five sons, Albert E.
Dodd Jr. and Danny Dodd, Paris,
and Logan W. Dodd, Donnie Lee
Buchanan; 12 grandchildren;
-three great:grandchildren.

TO come up with $3 million in a
holiday weekend I had to pray and
say, 'God help me," Bakker said.
He said friends and acquain,
tances contacted by Word-ofmouth had contributed close to $2
million in cash and letters of
credit toward the $3 million.
"We are sort of running our own
Labor Day telethon without a
television station," he said. "I'm
not going to leave any stone unturned. I'm not going to stumble
now."
Bakker'id a group af people
was working on raising the remaining $1 million in thousanddollar pledges and he has set up a
trust account at a Hendersonville,
N.C., bank to accept donations.

Where is The ONLY
star* restaurant
1 1 in Kentucky west of Louisville?

In "wet" Paducah?
In "wet" Hopkinsville?
In-"wet" Owensboro?
In "wet" Henderson?
In "wet" Bowling Green?

ar11.1

ere

COUNTRY
BUFFET
ERY WEDNESDAY:.
5 til I p.m.

NO!

Catfish, Ky. Co. Ham,
Country Vegetables,
Salads & Beverage
ONLY

$3.95
$2.50 kids under 12
4:4

421S. 12thby.
St. Murray

641 South
Murray .s
733-2617

Good
Neighbor
Chevy .
Stars

98

FASHli
1

Dodd and Darren Dodd,

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, Inc.

1966 Buick Regal, white. 2 dr , p.w
cruise tilt, AM/FM cassette
p
$9,800
7

two sisters, Mrs. Macine Boyle,
Braidwood, Ill., and Mrs. Ruby
Lois Brown, Crete, Ill.; two
brothers, John L. Hicks, Hardin,
and Milford Hicks, Rt. 4, Murray;
four grandchildrer

Pricer as of
+4.35
Industrial Average
14154.50
Previous CAW
Air Predates
88% -%
25 241/4A
A.T.C.-Clues A
2,4% .3,4
AT&T
211% 1,4
Briggs & Stratton
23 -1/4
Chrysler
2112,4 + 44
CSX Corp
14s4 4.1,4
Dean Foods
Dollar Gen. Store ...PO 35A
44% unc
&me
Ford
601/4
GAF Corp.........41% +%
- 73% +3,'4
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc.
21% -%
53% /
-1
4
Goodrich

Tuesday
Special Night
Buffet
2 for 1

•

•••

••••••••
•Oes Ce•••••, or
,ir.
Keep Tbe Great 1:111 teener Nab

Rt. 1, Farmington; stepson,
Steven Wayne Bell, Rt. 1, Almo;

Stock Market

she was the daughter of the late

DON'T MISS-IT!
• Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at 9
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.; Crusade Counseling at 7
p.m.

Thorn, Ricky Boyle and Robbie
Ranker
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 2 p.m. today
(Tuesday).
Mrs. Bel, 55, Rt. 1, Almo, died
Sunday at 11:25 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital..
She is survived by her husband,
Glen D. Bell; one daughter, Mrs.

Pamela Sue Banker, Rt. 7, Murray; one son, Gary Wayne Boyle,

Mrs Maude Jeratte Marr, 90,
Paris, Tenn., died Sunday at 4
p.m. at Jackson-Madison County
Hospital, Jackson, Tenn.
She was married Nov. 14, 1914,
to John L. Marr who died Sept. 29,
1965. One son, James M. Marr,
died in 1975.
BoTh_ Feb. 13, 1808, in Missouri,

Bakker $1 million short for ministry
COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) — With
the deadline today, PTL founder
Jim Bakker was $1 million short in
his bid to buy back the ministry he
left in a sex-and-money scandal,
but vowed to leave no stone unturned in coming up with the
money.
Bakker and his attorney, Jim
Toms, said Monday they're certain supporters will donate the
money needed to - satisfy PTL
bankruptcy trustee M.C. "Red"
Benton, who wanted $3 million
toward Bakker's $165 million bid
by the end of the day.

Mrs. Mary Ruth Bell

:•••:••
••••::

::•••••

It's the Brass-Lantern
in DRY Aurora!
DRY TOWNS DO HAVE
"FINE" RESTAURANTS!
'Star -Ratings from the. 1988 Mobil Travel Guide

•

I:

Those in the know
VOTE NO
27th
DonatiOns are warcome! Sand to: The Dry League, P.O. Box 107, Murray, KY 42071
' Pad lot hv the, ("Try P eqo Cnni-prnpri Citi7en5 of Milfray

4Ipeck
Sectio
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Murra,
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•
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Fall Fashion '88

Fall Fagg

Clothing, shoes and hairstyles...

Nev
cha

Local businesses tell what's new for men and women this fall
By DONNA NEWCOMB
Staff Writer
A few local businesses have offered to fill us in on what's

popular this fall and winter in
always a consideration.
clothing, shoes and hair styles
Debbie Lampkins, who works
for men and women.
In the women's department of
For women, skirt lengths are----Buckingham Ray Ltd.; says that
skirt lengths will vary this f4.1
• -.
.from 25 to 36 inches. The shortest
is just above the knee. The most
Labor Day Week Sale
popular now, she said, are in the
•
32 to 36-inch length.
at Factory Outlet Prices! Linda Morganti, of CornTues.-Sat. Sept 6-10
Austin, said that short skirts are
still very popular but long ver. •
Ladies' 1st Quality Suits
sions of skirts are sent to stores
because people are going to wear
.
Summer ...
want they want. Women are not
as persuaded by designers as
Fall
$55.00
they used to be, she said.
Morganti said that even
•
Buy any Ladies' Top Quality
!leather skirts, which are very
Skirt and get a Ladies'
'popular with leather bomber
•
:jackets, come in long and short
Top Quality Skirt or Slacks
'versions.
/
1 2 Price
Lampkins said that more people are buying pants these days,
lwhich is always the trend when
Men's Blazers or Sportcoats
the skirt lengths go up.
(Irregular)
'
She also said that skirts with
25°A off all week
matching sweaters are a
i
favorite purchase this fall.
4
Sweaters with design are
Ladies'
Blazers
(Fall
&
Summer)
it,
prefered above the plain, and
$32" Reg. '47 50
tend
to be more cotton than wool,
.I
.
she added.
•
WHOLESALE STORES INC. ,
Turtle necks are still a good
Mon.-Sat. 9-5; Sun. 1-5
choice too, Lampkins said.
.1
Cropped-off tops are also
.
1
204 So. 5th St., Mayfield
prefered
above the oversized,
.• •
long, baggy look, Lamkpins said,
. '•
.
247-2757
_
•• ..
# and people still choose 100 per-

$31.00

-

FOR MEN

cent cotton, even though they
don't like to press it.
In colors, Lampkins said olive
and green are very popular, but
pastels are not used as much as
in past winters. Morganti said
that blacks, combined with
brown or white checks, splashed
with bright yellow, blue and red
accents are prominent. Both
women said plaids are extemely
popular.
Fabrics range from corduroy
to flannel to angora.
Morganti said that angora
sweaters in bright colors with
motif are also dominant this fall.
Suede and leather is also selling extremely well, Morganti
said.
Reversable sweat shirts, the
scotty dog print, and western
type casual looks with Indian
motif, are also among the most
popular items in women's
clothing this year.
Black denim, a favorite European trend, is also catching on in
the states this year, she said.
Women's accessories include
leather handbags and scarfs
which are being tied in hundreds
of original ways. Morganti said
that new soft khaki color hose
are a big deal this fall along with
shimmering bronze and a herring bone print.
In both women's and men's
fashion, the acid washed denium

CORN-AUSTIN

look is apparntly on its way out.
Amy Miller of Corn-Austin's
men's department said that dark
jeans are coming back this fall.
Miller also said the military,
double-breasted look is "in" this
year, in both sport and dress
jackets.
The collegiate look ofir cardigan sweater, turtle neck and
khaki pants is also another
favorite. The European look with
a woven shirt buttoned to the top
and a cardigan sweater is also
popular.
Buddy Buckingham of Buckingham Ray Ltd., said, "While
men's fashions don't seem to
change drastically, some new
things appear or gain momentum each season.
"Notable highlights recently
have been plated pants in both
dress and casual fabrics, such as
brushed cotton twills and
tropical blended wools. Pleats
have grown to more than 50 percent of both men's and. young
men's slacks," he said.
"Cotton sweaters now have
stolen a scene in menswear,"
Buckingham said. "They are
much more practical and can be
worn much longer than the
wools.
(Cont'd on page 4)

"
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FALL FASHION '88
Why are more & more people
shopping at Corn-Austin?
•

... STYLE
... SERVICE
SELECTION
... SMILES
. .. SATISFACTION
ALL GUARANTEED!!
Come See For Yourself!!

CORN-AUSTIN
402 MAIN
MURRAY
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New Blue Line by Dia combines fashion,
charity, available at local-English Sole
If sweaters could sing, then the
newly introduced "The Blue
Line by dia" would resound with
a harmonious, cheerful chorus of
clucks, woofs and booms. The
English Sole, located on the
court square in Murray, will
carry the line this fall-The whimsical cardigan trio —
Cluck, Woof and Boom — are exemplary in design and color,
unabashedly radiating good
humor and irrepressible wit. Not
to be muzzled by the sound of
clucking chickens in Cluck, or
the drum rolls of the wooden
soldiers in Boom, Woof has put
up a howl of its own on behalf of
the Humane Society of New
York. A percentage of each Woof
sweater sold will be donated to
this non-profit animal clinic and
adoption center. Woof is the
ultimate dog's life for dog lovers.
Down the front scamper seven
canines in the form of exclusive
hand-painted and handmade buttons. Among the breeds are the
Jack Russell Terrier, Golden
Retriever, Black Labrador
complete with requisite red collarL Basset Hound, Dalmatian,
Boston Terrier and Springer
Spaniel. Set against the navy
blue background is an overall
pattern of bountiful dog bones.
Woof is a triumphant tribute to
Man's Best Friend and to a worthwhile cause, the Humane
Society of New York.
No feathers are ruffled in
Cluck where Speckled Barred
Rock chickens with shiny red
combs strut proudly around the
barnyard in the form of handpainted, handmade buttons. Set
against a khaki or midnight blue
background with a pattern that
• • resembles chicken wire, these
well-fed, plump chicks are not
likely to fly the coop anytime
soon.
Marching to the beat of a different drum is Boom with its
wooden soldiers gallantly
parading down the sweater front
as hand painted porcelain buttons. The colorful rigs and zags
that decorate antique drums are
represented by the overall royal
red and saffron pattern knit into
the Britannia blue background.
A soft and supple 100 percent
cotton is used in all three cardigans in The Blue Line. The
flattering classic shape,
available In small, medium and
large, drapes gracefully allowing for a sweater which is both
stylish and comfortable.
The sweaters are the creation
of Dia Jenks, the American
designer acclaimed for her
limited edition sweater line,
"dia north of boston." The Blue
Line was influenced by life at
Ms. Jenks' farm in Vermont
where chickens scratch furiously, the family Jack Russell
roams freely and where rat-a.
tat-tats echo as her two-year-old
son, Story, stars as the self-
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pelar
N.
Tilt 0121

The Oliginal 100%
Boiled Wool Jackets and 100%
-Geiger Skirts in
classic prints.
OPEN
9 TIL 5
Monday
thru
'Saturday

appointed little drummer boy.
As Mrs. Jenks observes, "Unmistakably, life in Vermont influence The Bluer Line. The
sweaters are for those who have
a sense of humor, enjoy nature
and, of course, seek to make a
personal fashion statement. The
sweaters are classic yet the
whimsical designs give them a
sparkle and a contemporary
flair." The Blue Line also enables
Mrs. Jenks to make a personal
statement of her own. "I am-a,
strong believer in the Humane
Society and the sale of Wook has

allowed me to help this very worthy non-profit organization. For
every Woof sold, a percentage
will be donated to the Humane
Society of New York."
The Blue Line beautifully illustrates that fashion, fine
design and all creatures great
and small can co-exist harmoniously and benefit from each
other.
Prices for the sweaters range
from $1504170. The Blue Line is
distributed nationwide and is
available in specialty shops,
boutiques and fine department
stores.

For the latest
in Fall
Fashions,
Come See us
at...

Dixieland Center
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Shop local stores for
the best in fall fashion
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Beaut • prore
ssional-styled hair most
.
important fashion accessory,this season

A hairstylist believes hair —
not jewelry — may be the single
most important fashion accessory for the well-dressed
woman this fall.
"Though the indi•Adual style
will vary with each woman and
the image she wants to project,
beautiful, professionally-styled
hair is definitely the most important fashion accessory this
season," says Xenon, international creative director for the
Helene Curtis Professional
Division.
According to Xenon, women's
fashions this fall are more subdued and streamlined, with an
emphasis on the basics, such as
cut. fabric, texture, color and

proportion.
"Simple clothes tend to draw
attention to hair and accessories,
so a flattering hairstyle is more
important than ever," Xenon
says, adding:
"Women don't want their hair
to look the same every day. To-

day's woman plays a number or
roles §nd has a real need for a
look that matches her activities.
"For fall, the most popular
hairstyles will be adaptable, able
to take a women from the job, to
the gym, to a romantic evening
encounter."

Custom-made hats dying fashion art
Among the dying arts in the
fashion world are custom-made
hats, according to Jeanne
Powell, who teaches a millinery
course in the fashion department
at Stephens College in Columbia,
Mo.
The course at Stephens is dif-

ferent from most, says Miss
Powell, in that students work
with the raw materials and learn
how to craft hand-made hats.
There are few places left that
have the required equipment, so
the makig of such hats is a dying
art, if not a lost one, she explains.

_Clothing, shoes and hairstyles...

•••

(Cont'd from page 2)
"New fashion colors in drew— shoe, and what's popular on the
and sport shirts include peach, . footwear scene are. flats and
teal and hunter green. Button
suede or leather boots, accordown collars still dominate," he
ding to Jane Lovett of The Shoe
waded.
Tree.
Buckingham said that casual
"The look is mostly flats —
clothes still dominate with such
dressy flats and a lot of snake
fabrics as brushed twill, fleece
skin," Lovett said. Also, flat
and washed cotton in darker colleather boots with snake skin
ors, mixed with brights,
trim or suede.
Marcy Marine of Corn Austin
High heels are always apsaid, a new and very popular
propriate of dress, Lovett says,
item on the men's scene is
but a person can be very dressed
leather trim, such as on the tips
up in flat shoes now.
of collars.
Popular colors this fall are
Leather seems to be a favorite
bright pink, royal .blue, and
with both sexes this year.
muted shades of green and -purNo matter what you choose.to
ple, shc said.
wear, you have to find the right
Brand names are doing a good

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:30 to 8:00
Sunday 1-5
. Olympic Plaza
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job in casual footwear, Lovett
said, such as in a woven leather
shoe. They are also making
walking shoes or just comfortable shoes, which look very
nice, she said.
"Footwear this season'is very
exciting.' Lovett Said.
Now that you're dressed right,
take a look at your hair. According to Diane Thompson and
Tina Overby at Headlines, if
you're hair is easy to care for,
you're fitting into the modern
scheme of things.
More natural, simple styles,
long and short, with subtle colors, are the latest thing, they
said. However, severe short cuts
are no longer a favorite and people are getting away from the
"spiked" look.
Thompson said that women in
the south tend to have longer
hair. In the north, where
everyone seems tu be in a bigger
hurry, the business look is
popular.
Even so, everyone seems to be
busy, and no-fuss style is what
most people are wearing.
Thompson said that perms are a
popular item because most people have fine, limp hair. The only
people who look good in a
straight rut have thick hair, she
said.
The styles this fall are textured and full, Overby said. The age old bob now has so
many varations, Overby sal...,
that no bob looks that same on
any two people.
Most people are also wearing a
side part, Thompson said.
More people have moved to using gel rather than mousse, and
they're not putting it on heavily,
she added.
For men, long hair is definitely out, they said. The look is
short, in the back as well as
around the ears.
From head to toe, this year's
fall and winter fashions and hair
Ityiss allow for a wide range of
ta!*.?
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Italian designers revive pants; made fashionable again
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ROME (AP") — Italian
designers have revived pants for
the fall-winter season, making
the staple item of the modern
woman's wardrobe stylish again.
For the past several seasons,
pants had been edged off the runway to make room for the bold
return of the miniskirt, which
reached its peak this summer
with minuscule skirts back on
the market in Europe and the
United States.
But as latecomers scramble
for the few minis left at summer
sales, shopkeepers already are
lining the shelves with the
myriad of pants proposed by the
top Italian ready-to-wear
designers during their preview
fall-winter showings in Milan in
March.
On the whole the new pants
look is easy fitting, cuffless, and
falls loosely from a softly
gathered or pleated waistline.
However, for those who seek
another challenge after the daring mini, the winter season offers
a tight-legged trouser whose sex
appeal is increased by a high
wasp waistline.
• For the best in casual
elegance, the place to shop is Armani where you ca.1 find a variety of pants in smooth wools with
delicately unpressed waist pleats
and a side zipper for extra
femininity.
If a soft easy fit is what your
are after, the right address is
Krizia, whose pants achieve a
relaxed comfort by a softly
gathered waistline and an ample
leg.
Gianfranco Ferre caters to
those who like their pants slim
and unfussy. His winter version
in smooth wool or crushed velvet
is belted at the waist and worn
with a dramatic white shirt with
wide stand up collar.
Gianni Versace offers a clinging version in wool or silk jersey
which starts off with a high tiny
wasp waist and slinks its way
down to a narrow ankle. Highheeled ankle boots complete the
sensual look.
In the leather department, the
talented tanner, Mario Valentino, stocks his racks with baggy,
wide-legged pants stemming
from a high, tight-fitting
waistline.
For those who can't bear giving up those hard-earned
miniskirt legs, Milan winter
fashion offers Bermudas and
knickers usually coupled with
thigh-high wading boots.
To go with the high-waisted
pants look, the Milanese
designers offer tight- sleeved.
slim-fitting jackets cropped just
above the waist.Again the winning version can be found at
Armani.
The new Arrnani jacket in soft
plaids by day and velvet at night
achieves its minimal look by narrow armholes and long tight
al
—&al
—,oar

There's no room for shoulder
padding in this tiny jacket, and
thus after almost two years of
dominating the fashion scene,
the boxy, football player look
disappears.
For a slightly wider cut jacket.

shoe_
tree
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING

cr

still without padding, but doublebreasted and hip length, the
place to look is Krizia. Krizia
presented the most elegant suit
of the season, combining this
jacket with her soft trousers or a
slim skirt skirt hemmed just at

the knee, in classic gray flannel. are still plenty of skirts in the
Still another jacket, which can
winter "moda Milanese." They
be found at Byblos, Ferre and .range from long and flared to a
Versace, draws its inspiration
rare poufed mini for evening, but
from the traditional riding jacket on the whole they are slimly
with its narrow waist and flared
tailored, and cut at what Krizia
hips.
calls the sensible length" — at
Although pants prevail, there
the knee.

•
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Color returning to fashion; jewelry no exception this fall
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Color appears to be returning.
to fashion this fall, and jewelry is
no exception.
Colors from bright greens to
hot pinks, soft blues and rich

golds are adorning jewelry from
necklaces to earrings, according
to a professional association of
jewelers.
'Many people are' just
discovering that there's a

ge,

ShQp local stores ft;r
the best in fall fashion

This Season,
Let Diet Center
Fit You In!

gemstone for every color in the
rainbow," says William G.Underwood, president of the
American Gem Society. Underwood says many colored stones
are also quite affordable.
He suggests that potential
buyers examine the stone under
a constant light source and
choose a color most appealing to
them.
"Certain colors are more flattering against some skin tones.
What looks great on your best
friend may not be right for you,"
Underwood says.
"The optimum color varies
with each gemstone, but the best
color is usually in the medium

range, not too dark or too light.
There should be an even distribution of color throughout the
stone."
Jewelry designer Henry
Dunay, in his newest collection,
prefers ebony, "a warm
material both in color and texture. Coupled with the rich quality of 18-karat gold, this becomes
a staple piece for any accessory
wardrobe," Dunay says.
Nancy Brewer, president of
Nancy B and Co., says black
onyx will play a big part in the
working woman's jewelry wardrobe this season. "Other
favorites coming this fall," she
says, "are amethyst, blue topaz,

and most importantly, citrine
(lemon yellow)."
If diamonds are a girl's best
friend and hair is her crowning
glory, then a pairing of the two
may be the most glittering exclamation point of the fall
fashion season.
"Diamonds in the hair are the
ultimate accessory for a
woman," says New York
designer Whitney Both.
• Both designed a square white
gold honeycomb sprinkled with
diamonds-that not only can be used to pull back the hair, he says,
but make a fashion statement as

well.

Fall favorites blend old and new;

Lose up to ten pounds the first two weeks and be on
your way to fitting into a whole new wardrobe, a new

flu i

1310 glib'

attitude and even a new lifestyle. Call today for a free,
no-obligation consultation and find out how Diet
Center can fit you in!

Diet
Center.
lilt- 1
FNII- Ft

I he utight-lo$5 prrplewentah

1210 Johnson Blvd.
753-0020
Mon.-Fri. 8:00-12:30
3:00-5:00
Sat. 10-Noon

Anniversary
Sellabration
1/2 Price

OLD AND NEW COME TOGETHER for the fall/winter '88 collection from Laura Ashley. Medieval
inspired prints and updated proportions are sure to express an assured fashion spirit this season.

Storewide

75% off
Summer Merchandise

Air
Men's Wear & Tuxedos
TWO LOCATIONS FOR
allayfleld Plass
Mayfield. KY Mee
147-1/MO

ES)

Wekoosed

tabgt

Jr. & MIsale Apparel
YOUR CONVENIENCE
Olympic Floes
Murray. Kir ISM
7S1-1p.m
11:115
NO. 100 p.m.-6:110 p.m.

We've all the'news' fit to wear...here in

a collection of headline-making
looks for fall...stylesetters all...ready to
take you into the season fashionably!
Get the scoop on a fabulous wardrobe here!
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Fall fashion scene includes hemlines that drop to the ankles
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
The thigh's the limit for.
miniskirts on some college campuses this fall but the fashion
scene also includes hemlines that
drop to the ankle — if coeds
prefer them that way.
According to Terry Melville,
vice president and director of
junior fashions for Macy's of
New York, "what's happening in
skirt lengths is mainly a matter
of option and choice."
As a result, Macy's clothing
department has skirts ranging
from mini to maxi lengths.
"It's really up to the customer
to decide what she wants to do
and what works for her — for her
shape and for her lifestyle," says
Ms. Melville.
If it was up to college males,
however, skirts would linger
above the knee, according to a
Poll of 1,000 students conducted
on 25 campuses by the Roper
Organization for Levi Strauss &
Co.
The survey indicated that
above-the-knee hemlines were
favored by 67 percent of the men
on campus and 43 percent of the
women.
Ms. Melville notes that, like
skirts, boots for coeds range
from thigh high to ankle low.
"If you're wearing a miniskirt,
you choose high boots," she says.
"If the skirt is long, the boot is
short."
Meanwhile, she says, that
perennially favorite campus garment — blue jeans —will be
back.
But this year a new "double
dip" blue-black look will be prominent on a scene traditionally

dedicated to a light washed-out
look. The double-dip description
refers to the coloring process, in
which denims are run through
the dye twice.
For traditionalists, though,
still available will be blue jeans
that are stone-washed, acidwashed, faded, torn with hol:s,
patched bleached and

trend for fall, with pants tegs like black and brown and gray,
wider and in all different types, Ms. Melville predicts.
some pleated, some cuffed, some
For those who prefer bright
high-waisted."
colors there will be a "Pop
The menswear feeling — 'Culture" look of the '60s, she
sometimes called the an- adds. "There will be bright
drogynous look — will be popular yellows, fuchsias, reds, purples
with coeds, including checks, and lime greens having a lot to
plaids, herringbones and do with knits, knitted tops or
pinstripes in traditional colors knitted skirts."

Dress Sale!

19.88

'Tops & Skirts

15.88

29.88

Each
Reg. 26.99

Reg. To .
49.99

Beautiful selection
of Fall & Winter
Dresses in great
new styles & colors.

Pockets in
pantyhose
to protect
valuables
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Pantyhose with pockets. Purpose: protection of precious
possessions.
The pantyhose are called "Hidden Assets" and have a small
compartment similar to a vest
pocket attached to the front
center seam of the pantyhose.
The pocket is for keeping
credit cards, cash, a key or
similar Items in a safe, yet accessible place, according to its
creator, Renee Henry-Marsh,
vice president and creative
director of It's a Peach Inc.,
High Point, N.C.
Ms. Henry-Marsh says she
"road-tested" the pantyhose
while traveling recently in
Eurdpe, keeping $400 in
traveler's checks, her credit
cards, insurance card arid
driver's license in her "Hidden
Asset."

whitewashed.
"Also selling are jeans that
have ankle detail — where you
find zippers or a bow in back —
along with belted jeans and highwaisted jeans and motorcycle
jackets with jeans," says Ms.
Melville.
Pants, she adds, are expected
to constitute "another important

*Junior
*Misses
*Petites
*Halfsizes t,

2-Piece Dressing,
the fashion items
of the season!
Many styles of
Blouses & Skirts.
Great selection of
colors, patterns &
plaids. Junior &
Misses Mies.

Mix & Match

Novelty
Pants &
Shirts
Your Choice:
Reg. To 21.99
Great styles of Novelty
Pants & Shirts at one low
price. Junior & Misses sizes.

, 17.88

(I

Reg. To 32.99

Our hest shies of
Fashion Sweaters in
' your favorite styles &
colors. S.M.L.

•
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Men's suits are combination of contemporary and classic
By The ASSOCIATED PRESS
Men's suits this fall are a CUM=
bination of contemporary and
classic, says Jim Stankovic,
president of J. SchsSeneman,
manufacturers of Halston,
Burberry and DeRigueur suits.
"According to our market
research," he says, "the consumer will see a lot of classic
styling but with less structure.

There is alp a great choice of
-fabrics and colors to. choose
from."
For this season, says
Stankovic, double-breasted, six.
button suits are popular (only the
bottom button is buttoned),
pleated pants are preferred, and
the look is more relaxed than in
previous years, with the shoulder
wider, sloped, and softer.

Are you suit-able?
The head of a New York-based
retailing consulting firm thinks
all men are — if they first stand
in front of a full-length mirror
and try on what they have chosen
to make sure the fit is right.
"Even without alterations, the
size suit you pick should be appropriate," says Marvin A.
Blumenfeld, president of April-

Marcus Inc. "Keep in mind that
no suit can be altered drastically
without losing its basic
proportions."
Heavily-built men should skip

tapered European-style suits and
seek more conservative styles
with ntural shoulder lines in subtle patterns, he says. Slim physiques look better in a fitted suit.

rm.

IMPECCABLY ELEGANT,this double-breasted suit from Christian
Dior Monsieur is generously draped for style and comfort. Jacket
boasts peak lapels. and six button front; trousers are pleated; the
fabric is luxurious gray striped wool.

COUPON
FALL SALE 20% off
All Used Clothing

mNa,-

Specializing in quality, NEW and USEDVOildren s
•
clothing, 0-14, nursery eqtflpment
•
and maternity clothes

KIDS! KIDS! KIDS!
804 Coldwater Rd., Murray
Tues.-Sat. 10-5

"RENT-A-STORK" Call 759-4577
No Credit Sales—Cash Only

Coupon Good Sept. 6-10

For The Style Of Your Life!

HIGH LITES
$3000

& up
Reg $3800 & Up
(Doesn't Include Hair Cut)
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